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Abstract 
LANNY AIDN NEIDER 
Under the supervision of Professor Robert M. Dimit 
The purpose cf this study is to examine the assumed relation­
ship between theory and research with respect to alienati9n. 
The basic hypothesis of this study is that empirical research 
on alienation w·ould be influenced by existing theoretical formula­
tions on the topic. It is argued that Melvin Seaman's 1959 concep­
tualization of alienation would constitute the major theoretical 
influence inasmuch as it alone provided a systematic set of research­
�ble meanings. 
Tr) test this basic hypothesis, four sub-hypotheses were 
developed: 
(1) Based upon Seeman's five dimensional scheme one should 
expect a fairly equal emphasis on the examination of 
all dimensions of alienation in the literature. 
(2) Given See. �n•s specification and d finition of the 
component elements of each dimension one should expect 
to find these same component elements specified in 
subsequent studies of alienation. 
(3) Follo�Tin.._., the f ve d:lmensional conceptualization 
proposed by Seeman, one should expect to find a 
�elationship of independence bet-ueen the respective 
d:imem,ions in subsequEmt studies. 
(4) Gi·\f�m the rela ti'ons ip between theory and research 
as applied in this stt dy, one should expect Seaman's 
a'"' Sill"l.ptions as to the n.�.ture of alienation (as a social 
psychological phenomer1011) and its trentment ( in social 
learning terms) to b followed in subsequent research. 
The data relevant to these four sub-hypotheses provided the 
evidence for judging the accuracy of the basic hypothesis. 
A stratified, sequential, random sample of :fifty-one studies 
was drmm from a population of one hundred three. The analysis of 
data from these fifty-one studies resulted in the following 
decisions: 
(1) Sub-hypothesis one was unsupported. The five·dinlensions 
identified by Seeman were not represented with equal 
frequency in research. 
(2) Sub-hypothesis two was unsupported. The same component 
elements for the five dimensions were not employed in 
research as defined by Seeman. 
(3) The evidence for sub-hypothesis three was inconclusive 
ana therefore no decision was made. 
(�L) Sub-hv-oothesis four ·was partially supported and partially 
U..."'!S'�pported� It was found that e.m:p:i.r:i.cal researchers 
vi 1ed alienation as a largely social psychological 
ph.n�menon. The same researchers did not use social 
learning terminology sufficiently which rendered the 
seccnd part of this sub-hypothesis unsupported. With 
ona part supported and one part unsuppcrt , the evidence 
l-t-S.S judged inconclusive for sub-hypothesis four. 
On the basis of the findings for the four sub-hypotheses it was 
considered that the basic· hypothesis ( that Seeman• s set of research­
able definftions -would be used in subsequent empirical resea::i: .. ch) is 
not valid. 
The conclusion drawn from this study is that empirical research 
on alier,a.tio:n has not followed Seaman's theorotical formulation 
sufficiently to determine its strengths and weaknesses& The reuult 
has been a gro'1ing body of diffuse findings en a. variety of topics 
called alienation with little specification of whst these findL�gs 
n1ean 
Contrary to the expected relationship between theory and 
research, research in the area of "alienation" has not made any 
substantial contribution to a viable theory of alienation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement 2.f � Problem 
1 
There are at least two interrelated yet distinct tasks involved 
in scientific work. One is the actual testing of ideas in reality, 
generally referred to as the empirical task. This includes formu­
lating hypotheses, operationalizing definitions, gathering data, arrang­
ing data, analyzing data, and deciding whether the things hypothesized 
are true or false. The other, according to some, includes everything 
else that scientists do as scientists. This may or may not- be correct 
depending upon your view. However, one important activity has to do 
�ith recasting end reformulating p�evicusly tested ide�s into higher, 
more abstract systems of explanation. This is com.�only called theo­
retical work. This dissertation is basically theoretical rather than 
empirical. An analysis of the meaning of the concept alienation as 
found in the empirical work published since December 1959 by those who 
pur;_:,ort to study it specifically is underta.lnm in an attempt to deter­
mine whether its nature and meaning, as so t·epresented, is consistent 
with or departs from that meaning given to it by Melvin Seeman in The 
American Sociological Review� Vol. 24, Dae., 1959. This then is a 
test of conceptual meaning and possible reconceptualization of the 
concept alienation. 
Justification for·� Studv 
The questions might be asked,"what is the value of a study of 
this ort, or what possible justification can be made.for attempts a.t 
theoretical clarification? Arry casual observer has but to undertake 
2 
a cursory examination of the literature concerning alienation to 
realize that a �onfused state of meaning exists i..� this area. Coser 
and Rosenberg's (1964:519) statement that alienation "seems to account 
for variety of discontents in modern civiliz,1tion" is not one designed 
to appeal to those concerned with basic theoretical clarity. In 
conceptualization one finds confusion and ambiguity, while an argu­
mentative dialogue continues among those attempting a systematic 
�na.lysis of these phenomena. To this point, the product of this 
dialog�e has contributed as·much to confusion as it has to clari­
fication. 
The ambiguity of the concept of alienation is illustrated by 
the fact that it is commonly assumed to incorporate several condi­
tions or states of being and a great nu..�ber of behavioral and psycho­
logical correlates ranging from apathy to psychosis. It is perhaps 
because of such problems that conceptual and theoretical agreement 
among concerned scholars is not i.--nminent. Perhaps this ambiguity is 
due partly to the many issues raised by research. Some of the issues 
concern the methodological implication impol''Ut.nt in the empirical 
pursuit of knowledge about alienation. 
Under the principle of accepting r.othing as valid without 
first having examined the evidence, it beco�es necessary to test all 
3 
ideas against reality. Tnis testing necessarily occurs over such a 
broad spectru...� that the findings of the many studi�s are rarely 
examined against one another. :Equally rare are the instances where 
the findings are reconciled with or integrated into the original 
theory. Consequently, the recent history of the concept reveals what 
might be termed stages of enthusiasm, critic ism, second thoughts-, and 
methodological field work. L� spite of all this the concept seems to 
have a strong position in sociological theory and research. There­
fore, it seems necessary to attempt to provide some answers. As the 
foregoing comments indicate, this is neither the first nor the only 
attempt at melioration in the area. A review of the literature shows, 
however, a lack of conceptual analysis in tems of the treatment 
proposed here. 
Basic Hypothesis of !:h!_ Study 
The premise upon which any scientific study is based, �ncluding 
the present one, is the necessary link between observation and the 
systematic arrangement of, these observations into intelligible schemes. 
In the world of common sense each new experience must first be evalu­
ated against what is commonly accepted as a way of judging its meaning 
and impo�tance. In other words, new experiences become meaningful 
only when related -to those things which are already meaningful. 
While the case.of science is similar there are important 
differences. Scientific ohs�rva tions are ma.de from a par�icular 
theoretical context. If made in ways which guarantee objectivity, 
these �bservations can serve to clarify and redefine the theory. 
Therefore, unlike common sense, scientific observation is not merely 
judged right or wrong according to accepted standards but constitutes 
a corrective process. 
4 
Theory and research are not opposing sides of the scientific 
enterprise as some have alledged. A more enlightened view sees theory 
and research as clearly reciprocal and interrelated parts of a single 
whole. Robert K. Merton's work (1968) has been particularly illumi­
nating on this issue in two seminal essays in Social Theory and Social 
Structure. His purpose in these two essays is to explain precisely 
those ways in which_ theory influences research and the obverse, how 
research affects theory. Among the functions of theory, according to 
Merton, are the following: (1) to provide a general context for 
inquiry necessary for the derivation of determinate.hypotheses; (2) 
to effect conceptual clarification by way of making explicit the 
character of the data subsumed under a_concept, resolving apparent 
antimonies in empirical findings, and constructing observable.indicies 
of social data; (;) providing post factum interpretations of empirical 
data; (4) providing empirical generalizations which summarize observed 
unif'ormities of relationships between variables; (5) to formally state 
the assumptions and postulates upon which hypotheses are based; and 
(6) to codify, that is, to systematize empirical generalizations in 
apparently different �pheres of behavior. 
On the other side Merton sees four major functions being 
performed by research which help shape theory: (1) it initiates 
. . 
theory serendipitously; (2) theory is reformulated when an existing 
conceptual scheme commonly applied to a given subject matter is 
inadequate; (3) empirical research frequently raises questions of 
appropriateness of specific methods; suggesting a shift in focus; 
(4) conceptual clarification not being an exclusive�y theoretical 
task, refinements and clarification are possible through operational 
definitions and the construction of indices. 
When theory and research are thought of along the lines 
described by Merton it is possible to see firsthand the self­
correcting character of science. It is this self-correcting quality 
which points to the basic hypothesis upon which this study rests. 
Inasmuch as there should be some relationship between theory and 
research one would expect an influence ot Seeman•s theoretical 
formulation on subsequent study and this study should, in turn, 
cause clarification and refinement of that theory. By relating this 
self-correcting process to a conceptual analysis of alienation it 
can be asserted that given the relationship between theory and 
research- (ala Merton), one should expect an i."lcreasing measure of 
agreement as to the nature and meaning of alienation, which up to 
now has remained extremely low. 
The foregoing considerations are designed to provide the 






The concept "alienation" has a lineage which can be traced to 
the beginnings of recorded history. The early Greek philosopher 
Plotinus, for example, · visualized alienation as being the absence 
oc:::.-"' 
of knowledge (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1968 :,58-60 ) . Plotinus saw 
life (self-realization) as the product of the intellect. He further 
visualized two realms in nature: the unknowable and the knowable.  
The un..�nowable was converted to the knowable through the subjective 
application of the intellect. Failure to develop the intellect 
meant that one lived in a materially dominated world, devoid of 
meaning (alienated). One could live in an essentially nonmaterial 
environment if governed by the intellect. Exactly where one lived 
depended upon one 's  measure of rigorous moral .and intellectual self­
realization. By a generous measure of both one could awake from the 
alienated, or materially dominated life, and discover oneself. 
Plotinus ' s  scheme -was the basis of a theology wherein the intellect 
enabled man to attain the highest level of life, or "the Good. " 
The religious connotation of the term was very pronounced 
during the Middle Ages and was also popular with the writers of the 
Reformation. "In the Middle Ages it implied a def"inite degree of 
mystical ecstacy in man-'s communion with God. later the -Protestants 
,,. 
6 
understood the term to represent a spiritual death, or estrangement 
of man's spirit from God by virtue of his original sin" (I .  S .  Kon, 
1969a :146). 
7 
The most notable usage of the tenn alienation among philos­
ophers prior to Hegel was that associ�ted with Social Contract Theory. 
Those individuals most frequently identified with this theory are 
Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Jean Jacques Rousseau. 'Iheir theory 
centered around the need for a strong political authority based on 
self interest and rational consent. They demonstrated the value of 
politi�al authority by comparing it to the hypothetical state or 
nature where political authority was absent and disorder prevailed. 
By describing things in this manner they hoped to illustrate the 
advantages of political authority and to provide the rationale for 
voluntarily entering into contract. 
While the conclusions drawn by each of these men differed 
considerably, their method was the same. Man must renounce his 
right to act at will; he mu.st surrender or otherwise give up his 
rights to the sovereign and enter into agreement with the common­
weal th. In the case of all three men, however ., this contract 
creates a c ondition akin to, if not actually, alienation. Even 
though the contract is to be entered into voluntarily and considered 
beneficial to society, the end result is the same, restriction of 
one ' s  freedom of action--even ·a sacrifice of self. The social 
contract alienates one from his natural rights in favor of the 
community. 1 
8 
In terms of early thoughts on alienation, Hegel and Feuerbach 
are indespensible sources. Hegel is the first to treat alienation 
in a systematic manner although his thoughts are highly abstract. 
Assuming an idealistic position , Hegel posits an Absolute mind or 
Spirit which man does not know and from which he is therefore 
alienated. In the words of Igor Kon, "Hegel employs the term to 
denote the alienatton of consciousness from the individual, tha 
subject Vielring him.self as the object, so that the entire objective 
world is nothing but the 'alienated spirit t f' (Kon, 1969b :146-147). 
V.18.n' s continual search for the absolute consti t.utes an 
unending pro�ass of de-alienation. Accor-ding to Richa1�d I.a:wrence 
Schacht ( Ph. D. dissertation , 1967 :82-88 ) ,  Hegel' s  use of alienation 
is dependent upon two factors : the nature of man , and the nature of 
1origi..�al presentation of the ideas discussed above can be 
found in the following works : 
Leviathan or  the Matter, Fonne and Power of a Common­
wealth Ecclasaticall and Civil by Thomas Hobbes. 
Ba.sil Blackwell, Oxford, 1946. 
The Second Trea.tise of Government by John !.Dcke , edited 
;ffh an introduction�y Thomas P .  Peardon . The Liberal 
Arts Press, New York, 1952. 
'!'he Social Cor1trac:t and Discourses by J ea.n Jacques 
Rouss eau , translated with an introduction by G. D. H. 
Cole. E. P. Lutton and Company, Inc . ,  New York, 1950. 
social substance .  The social substance consists o f  the realm in 
which man lives and thinks (state, culture, society, community) .  
9 
Hegel sees these as "spiritual" and thus considers man's world 
essentially a "spiritual world".  Hegel also views man as a spiritual 
entity, having both particular and universal qualities. The uni­
versal quality is most important for it can exist only when man has 
achieved a unity of the social substance . Herein lies man's essential 
nature. 
Furthermore, Hegel uses alienation in two senses: (1) 
alienation from the substance of living; and (2) alienation in the 
sense of surrender. In short, Hegel views nature as a self-alienated 
form of the Absolute Mind and "man is the Absolute Mind in the process 
of de-alienation" (Ge.jo , Petrovic, 1967a:13? ) .  
Fauerbach, on the other hand, rejects Hegel's two usages of 
alienation and focuses upon religion. "With Feuerbach self­
alienation of the human substance is represented as the prime· source 
of Christianity" (Kon, 1969c :14?) .  In an effort to absolutize him­
sal.f, man has vested his qualities in God� and in so ·doing has 
alienated himsel.£ from these qualities. In other words, God is 
merely self-alienated man. 
Lengthy discussion could easily be generated from the 
writings of these and _ other philosophers as well as philosopher­
theologians relati.i.,g to the notion of alienation. Our objective 
here, however_, is to . present those contributions which more clearly 
bear on the problem under investigation. This requires that we 
10 
advance our discussion to that point of interest wherein alienation 
becomes differentiated from its abstract metaphysical origins . Here 
one individual has made a seminal contribution, that individual being 
August Comte. 
August Comte 
Like many of the philosophers of his period, Augus_t Comte was 
profoundly moved by the social destruction generating from the French 
Revolution. The very fabric of French society, including the family 
and the state, had been shaken . The Revolution, together with the 
effects of industrialization occasioned renewed thinking among 
prominent scholars as to the fate and fortune of man. As a result, 
ment and reconstruction of society. Building upon the ideas of 
others, Comte generated a theory of society which truly set him 
apart from others. 
Comte' s  thought was influenced throughout by three principles :  
(1)  all reality �i:ncluding the. social dimension was subject to natural 
forces or laws; ( 2 )  change took the form of evolution and was subject 
to these laws; and (3 ) evolution was progress, betterment. Thase 
- ideas ha.d been expressed earlier in the works of Bonald, deMa.istre, 
and Condorcet. · Comte applied these principles to the human mind and 
fonnulated the law of .three stages in the evolution of knowle�ge. 
(A similar idea regarding the evolution of knowledge is found in the 
works of Comte ' s  teachers, Saint Simon and Turgot. ) Th.e three stages 
are the theological , the metaphysical, and the positive. Theological 
11 
thought was predicated upon the governance of super human forces. 
All phenomena were summarily the doing of this super force. This mode 
of explanation (justification) gradually los·t its hold on men's minds 
as they began to question. Questioning was itself �n exercise in 
reasoning which shifted the focus of attention from super natural 
forces to natural forces. Answers were sought in the phenomena them­
selves, not in the super human forces believed to control them. 
Metaphysical thought was characterized by an effort to explain 
events in terms of inherent qualities and by analogy. While this was 
clearly an advance of theological explanation, it did not Achieve an 
independent status. In positive thought the mind seeks limited 
causal explanations in the form or relationships between phenomena. 
It does not seek absolute answers or final cause. Comte was of: the 
opinion that Ehropean society had evolved to the final _phase of the 
metaphysical stage and that he was to reorganize society along 
positive lines. 
· Positive, or rational scientific thought, was considered by 
Comte to be the panacea for the disease of disorganization afflicting 
society. Ultimately progress, or synonymously, realization of a 
stable social order, could best be achieved through the application 
of science to the problems of society. This reorganization of 
society did not require a total destruction of existing structures. 
THhat it did require was the formulation and propogation of a moral 
and spiritual value system based upon positive methods that could 
exert proper control and discipline over the modern industrial 
system. 
12 
The goal or Comte ' s  positive· philosophy was the reconstruction 
and reinstitution of' a sense of community among men. The "religion 
of humanity", as it became known, would be guided by the sociologists, 
whose knowledge of the principles upon which enlightened social policy 
depends, best equipped them for the task . They would, in fact, act as 
the priesthood of the Positive Religion. Guided by humanitarian 
values and tempered by brotherhood and altruism, the positive 
reorganization of society would be the main avenue of pro gress and a 
stable social order. 
Marx' s  conception of alienation represents one facet of his 
larger theory of history. His work achieves a synthesis of two major 
bodies of thought, the Hegelian dialectic and the classical economic 
theory of value. Hegel views thought (ideas) ·as the substance of 
everything. Thought and reason are synonymous. All knowledge and 
understanding exist in the form of thought. The basic premise, 
therefore, upon which his entire theory was based is that all things 
could be · understood in terms of the logic of ideas. Dialectical 
reasoning, according to Hegel, consists of the principle of contra­
diction. . Everything has an opposite. Being. �or example, is 
contradicted by not being. Dialectical thought proceeds according 
to the form of thesis, antithesis, synthesis • . When applied to 
1:3 
reality it consists of a process of emergence. Reality is a contin­
uous ongoing process of becoming. In accepting the labor theory of 
value according to wcke, Smith, and Ricardo and placing it within 
the context of dialectical thought, Marx formulated what is commonly 
called dialectical materialism. 
In viewing Hegel from another angle , that is  focusing on the 
"real" world . rather than on the world of ideas, Marx took stock of 
the nascent industrial society. Medieval forms of home production 
were being swiftly replaced by the factory. Workers no longer lived 
and worked under the s&�e roof. large numbers of laborers now moved 
to central locations and worked in regime at increasingly specialized 
tasks. This system of production, which was both defined and criti-
cized by Marx, is the private enterprise system of capitalism. Marx 
was particularly keen in his assessment of the emerging mode of pro­
duction. Labor was being sold for wages to entrepreneurs. This means 
of product�on were owned by these entrepreneurs who managed them for 
profit. Any profit was everything over the cost of production,  
including the cost of labor. It was Marx's view that the capitalists 
would exploit labor by paying only a ubsistencv wsge, or less. The 
effect of all this would be the emergence of two distinct classes, 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie . The two groups would even­
tually become solidified against one another and produce a revolution. 
The result would be the creation of a new arrangement in the means of 
production free of exploi_ta. tion. 
2 6 5 6 6 5  
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Of particular significance to the problem of alienation is 
Marx's description of  the mode of production under capitalism. The 
worker no longer works on the whole · product but contributes only a 
small part to the final product . This separation of worker from the 
fruits of his labor has far reaching affects. First, it makes of 
labor a commodity not unlike any other. Moreover, it makes of the 
laborer the same, a commodity. This means that the thing produced as 
well as the producing itself confronts the person as an alien thing-­
a thing to be reckoned with, an external power . 
Bit alienation penetrates beyond the economic realm. "He 
alienates products of his social activity in the form of state, law, 
social institutions . So there are many forms in which man alienates 
the �roducts of his own activity from himself and makes of them a 
separate , independent and powerful world of objects toward which he is 
rcl.2.ted as a slave, powerless and dependent" (Petrovic, 1967 b :137-
l:;8). 
� Weber 
With Max Weber we find again the quest for meaning in the 
developments of Western society. Having studied the works of such men 
as Comte , Spencer, Tonnies, Wundt, and Marx, he shared their gen�ral 
intellectual orientations. He differed, however, most significantly 
with �.ia.rx. Most unacceptable was M.arx' s · singularistic (economic) 
explanation of all phenomena, includi.�g the social.  It did not matter 
to Weber whether the socio-economic system under which men must live . 
was socialistic or capitalistic . They were in actuality only 
slightly different in nature. What was important was that they 
operated according to yet more fundamental social forces. As Weber 
asks, " • • •  what does it matter • • •  if ownership passes f1-om the few _ to 
the many--as Marx proposed--if the fundamental forces of sociaty�­
bureaucracy, rationalization of values, alienation from community 
and culture--continue? " (Nisbet, 1966a :29J ) .  The phenomenon of 
rationality, which accompanies industrialization, is undoubtedly 
the pivotal point upon which Weber centers his analysis of insti­
tutions and societies: 
The Germany of �ax Weber was a veritable socio-political 
frontier. His generation saw the country undergo total economic 
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�nd politi��l tr�nsform� tionc It became a national state rathe� th�n 
merely a n,.unber of semi-atltonomous, lesser prin.cipalities. Indus .. ,. 
trialization occurred swiftly in this new nation despite strong 
feudalistic remains. New political factions struggled for power and 
ascendancy amid conflicting ideologic�l perspectives . Two additional 
factors contributed to the situation in Germany. First 9 because 
industrialization occurred comparatively late in Gennany it benefited 
from the mistakes and achievements of others and consequently progres­
sed very rapidly. Sscond , as industrialization occurred earlier in 
England, France, and the United States,  they all underwent a reinte­
gration, or settling effect in the form of a revolution. This did not 
happen in Germany and the result was a prolonged and par,!!lyzing 
struggle for power and privilege an1ong rival groups .  Scholars became 
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profoundly concerned about such things as the displacement of people, 
the breakdown in primary relations, _ the ascendancy of impersonal 
values, and general rootlessness. These threatened the tried and 
tested ways of the past and stood to destroy the old community. 
Weber studied these problems on a wide spectrum including 
capitalism, religion, bureaucratic organization, and law. He stressed 
the role of rationality in the total context of social behavior, 
pointing out the value of practicality and efficiency. In the end, 
however, he was not fully convinced that rationalization of life was a 
net gain. He wondered whether the sacrifice of the traditional way 
was too big a price to pay for progress, if in fact it was progress at 
all. "From being a force of 'progress' - the indispensable means of 
liberating man from the tyrannies .of the. past--rationalization becomes 
eventually the seedbed of a tyranny greater, more penetrating, more 
lasting, than anything previously known in history. F.ationalization 
. . 
is no mere process of politics; it is not limited in its effects to 
political blreaucracy. It has effected all culture, even the human 
mind, as it has affected the structure of modern economy and state. 
So long as the process of rationalization had something to feed on-­
that is, the structure of traditional society and culture that was 
formed during the ¥�ddle Ages--it was a generally cre�tive and liber­
ating process. But with the gradual diminution and desiccation of 
this structure , with man's increasing disenchantment with the values 
of this structure, rationalization threatens now to become, not 
creative- and liberating. but mechanizing, regi..�enting, and ultimately, 
reason-destroying" (Nisbet� 1966b :294) . 
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It is evident in much of Weber that the trouble he sees is not 
one of disorganiz tion but rather one of overorganization. For in
. the 
overorganization of human action one finds the disappearance of all 
those vital qualities--love, feeling, compansion, empa.thy--which are 
life . 
Ferdinand Tonnies 
The work of Ferdinand Tonnies closely parallels that of Karl 
Marx in its treatment of social dynamics. Tonnies views society as a 
social process characterized by essentially two different forms of 
human association. He termed these Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, 
the title of his book. TI-le distinction between the two is this. 'Dle 
spontaneity, and impulsiveness. Members relate to one another as 
whole persons as do members of - a family. The Gesellschaft is associ-
ation based on deliberate, purposive, and calculated action. 
It was Tonnies ' s  contention that the process  of history found 
societies moving from Gemeinschart to the Gesellschaft. This transi­
tion, which had be gun  quite early in history, was bolstered by the 
changes fostered by the Industrial Revolution. And this change was 
permanent for there would be no return to the Gemeinschart society 
(Nisbet, 1966c :75-76) . 
Tonnies • s  conception of the process of history was formulated 
upon three interrelated themes found in the literature of his day. 
First, there �as the change in Western society from the corporate and 
communal to the individualistic and ratioi1al . Second,  Western social 
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organization was changing from one of ascribed status to contract. 
And, thirdly, there was a decline of sacred values and the ascendency 
of secular values. "Tonnies gave these themes theoretical articula­
tion, and although his materials are drawn also from the Western 
European transition from Medievalism to modernism, his typological 
use of these materials permit universalized application" (Nisbet, 
1966d:73) .  
Wes•enwille, meaning "natural" or "integral will" is the 
impulsive and spontaneous expression of man' s  wants and desires. 
Kurwille represents man's rational qualities. Unlike the Wesenwille ! 
Kurwille is conscious assessment and decision. Alternative courses of 
action are considered in thought and then pursued. 
. ' 
Tonnies  found the Wesenwille to predominate in the Gemeinschart 
type of association and Kurwille in the Gesells.chaft. Each reflected 
peculiar qualities of personality and character. The Gemeinschart 
association dominated by Wesenwille showed a unity or a wholeness of 
the person where action stemmed from an inherent inner need. The 
Kurwille dominated person acted on rational and calculating ground. 
Means and end were carefully weighed in terms of expected results. 
"The awareness of means and ends as two separate and independent 
categories is the very core of Kurwille, whereas both are blended 
and remain undifferentiated i.� Wesenwille " (Pappenheim, 1959:71). 
Tonnies's work is an important contribution to the under­
standing of alienation. His account of the transition from family 
centered life to· associational life raised into bold view the profound 
cha..�ges in human relations. Tonnies regarded these changes as 
disruptive and was even somewhat nostalgic about the Gemeinschart; 
however, he did not advocate a return to the old way. Rather he 




Emile Oirkheim shared with Marx a concern for an explanation 
of the course of history. As noted in the preceeding discussion, 
�.i.arx saw change as emanating from the nature of social relations 
associated with the private enterprise system of production. More­
over, this change would produce a revolution and consequently a new 
social order. D�rkheim observed- the same general social conditions 
and preferred to describe them as evolutionary change in social 
solidarity. Two types of social solidarity are distinguished, 
mechanical and organic. Mechanical solidarity is characterized by 
value homogeneity, traditional domination,  and iikeness. Organic 
solidarity is based on differentiation and functional interdependence. 
Most societies of history have been of the mechanical variety wherein 
the collective conscience reigned supreme. The rise of technology 
associated with the growth of industrialization introduces a division 
of labor in society beyond that which is governed by nature. New 
activities demand revised justification and therefore cause a breach 
with the traditional values . (collective conscience) .  The result is 
a new social and moral order marked by segmented interests and values, 
and united by the .functional interdependence of  reciprocal roles. 
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The objective in Olrkheim's work was to demonstrate the effocts 
of the division of  labor on the nature of social life . It should be 
noted, however, that while he saw societies changing from the mechan­
.cal to the organic type , he did not think favorably of this change . 
Organic solidarity contained the inherent weakness  of instability. 
loss of  the mutual cohesiveness and trust based upon a community of  
beliefs and sentiments could result in something of  a mons trosity. 
Durkheim seems to have looked upon the emerging society with some 
trepidation. The reason for this seems quite clear . The transition 
from mechanical to organic solidarity left soci ty in a condition of 
considerable disintegration. With the expanding division of labor, 
the values and nonns of the mechanical society gave way$ In their 
placa cruns sc�onted intcrv�ts �nd pcrson�l dislocation� To b� sure, 
a variety of pathologies, both personal and social, became evident . 
This,  together with methodological considerations stimulated D.trkheim 
in the direction of research. He undertook to study tho connection 
between social integration and social behavior. Using suicide aa an 
index of social int egration, he observed three types of suicide 
associated with varying degrees of social integration.  The three 
types � ere altruistic, egoistic , and anomic . Altruistic suicide 
occurs in those groups with high levels of integration. Egoistic 
suicide is characteristic of those groups which stress individuality 
and have very low levels of integration . Anomic suicide is prevalent 
where a disintegration or  breakdo�m in values and norms has occurred. 
The central theme underlying n.trkheim's analysis of the 
division of labor and suicide was man's isolation from traditional 
values . As societies grow larger in population,  the more complex 
thoy become . There ensues a decay of the collective ideolo gical 
integration. This state of decay and confusion :CUrkheirn identified 
as no:nulessness, or  anomie, the counterpart of perfect social inte­
gration. 
Alexis de Tocqueville 
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The threat to individualism found expression in the work of 
Alexis de Tocqueville. Unlike a nwnber of his collea�1es , Tocque­
ville accepted the advent of secularism and democracy. His writing 
was not motivated by hopes of restructuring society or  bringing about 
a new social order . He contt�cted, rather , a dispassionate appraisal 
of the democratic influences of society. His objectives in this were 
intellectual and analytical, not polemical or  advocative. Throughout 
his analysis there is a vivid paradox. There was little doubt in his 
mind that the pri.nciples of egalitarian justice upon which democracy. 
is based are an advancement over the aristocratic system. Eut the 
very system which holds greatest promise for the individual has the 
exact opposite affect. Cast amid a mass of equals the individual 
loses his sense of potency and worth . A kind of emptiness and 
resigna tj_on prevails. Independence of thought and opinion are 
dwarfed by the reight of the collective. A general deterioration in 
the qu lity of i tgrpersonal life pres es man into a state of  moral 
and intellectual sta.rv�tion. 
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Political power constitutes th� most serious threat to indi­
vidualism. "For Tocqueville political power is simultaneously a cause 
of alienation, through its invasion of the communities of membeTship 
which form society, and a refuge from alienation: that is, political 
power in a democracy becomes increasingly a fortress of escape from the 
ills and frustrations of civil society0 (Nisbet, 1966c:13J). 
The main reasons for the deterioration of the individual under 
democracy include the secularization of human values and the conse­
quent decline in the hold of religion , the predominance of the mass 
and public opinion, the specialization of labo. , and disruption in the 
sense of community. Taken together and accompanied by a distntegration 
of the mechanisms of social control such as honor, loyalty, and trust, 
one can see the picture of the declined stature of man portrayed by 
Tocqueville. 
George Simmel 
"The deepest problems of modern life derive from the claim of 
the individual to p�eserve the autonomy and individuality of his 
existence in the face of overwhelming social forces , of historical 
heritage , of ext �nal culture, and of the technique of life. The 
fight with natur which primitive man has to wag for his bodily 
existence attains in his modern form its latest transfonnation" 
(Si.mmel, K. H. Wolff, Ed. , 1950 :409). Life for growing numbers ot.' 
people means city life . Originally believed to be the genuine 
liberation of man, it quickly had the opposite effect. People did 
not find self-realization in theil• highly sp .... cialized and me cc'hanized 
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lives. On the contrary, they found it impossible to preserve a sense 
of wholeness and self identity. What had first signaled the release 
of individual significance now served only to fragment men into highly 
regularized and routinized roles. 
For Simmel, alienation was a kind of collision between society 
and the individual in the general form of individual lii'e. Re 
examined the various forms which characterized all social interaction. 
In fact, it was the description of these forms 0£ interaction that set 
the task of sociology. All human groups, whatever their size or 
purpose, show peculiar forms of behavior on the -part o:f member to 
member. Among these are superiority and subordination, competition, 
division of labor, formation of loyalities, and in-group solidarity. 
Si."1..mel described quite clearly how the different -proJ)erties of  groups 
(size--the triad and the dyad) affected the nature D£ the relation­
ship between members. 
An important ai-ea of interest in the work a£ Simmel was the 
special case of competiti�n, that beL""lg conflict. He was drawn to 
this particular topic because· of the many tensions and anxieties 
nurtured in the industrial society. In explaining the origins of 
conflict, Simmel found it to have both functional and dysfunctional 
· ·import� · The same · i�  true of alienation. An amount of alienation was 
not only inevitable but necessary, for in this condition men find 
protection from the stress producing stimulation. 
Unlike D.lrkheim and Weber, Simmel viewed alienation in a purely 
matter of fact fashion, free of any kind of emotional evaluation. In 
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fact, it happened to be almost totally methodolo gical . Most signifi­
cantly, then , alienation manifests itself, at least to some degree , 
in every human relationship. 
Erich Fromm 
Erich Fromm has perhaps contriruted more to the popularity of 
the concept alienation than anyone. The term found expression in 
EscaEe � Freedom {1941) but took on greater significance .later in 
his book The Sane Society { 1955a). In this latter work, considered 
basically a continuation of Escape from Freedom , Fromm proposes an 
analysis of social character solely in terms of alienation. 
Fromm was deeply indebted to Karl Marx for his view of 
distinguish what is Marx and what is Fromm. None the less they do 
differ in · at least two ways. In the first instance Marx 's  uso of 
alienation was selective, having reference to man's alienation from 
the products of his labor, making of his own acts an alien power 
standing over against him. On the other hand, almost nothing escaped 
Fromm's application of the tenn (Fromm, 1955b :114).  In fact, it was 
Fromm's express purpose to extend Marx 's  usage to the wider society 
and especially to examine the alienating effects of more recent 
developments . Secondly, in elabo1•ating and extending i-fa.rx's con­
ception of alienation, Fromm also "psychologi.zed " the term by elevating 
to higher levels of importance the mental and emotional connotations 
of the term. 
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As stated earlier, Fromm attempted to study contempo�ar-J social 
character from the perspective of alienation. Without question he did 
just that and in so doing contended that, "alienation as we find it in 
the modern world is almost total, it pervades the relationship of man 
to his work, to the things he consumes, to the state, to his fellow 
man, and to himself" (1955c :114-115). 
As Fromm saw it, the roots of man's alienation a.re found in his 
evolutionary development . Unlike the lower animals whose functioning 
is fixed by instinct, man has a physiolo gical endowment which enables 
him to transcend nature. He no longer lives according to the coercive 
forces of nature but rather according to the influence of self aware­
ness , reason, and imagination. As a result man has become separated 
from the oneness of nature and cast into a fore:tgn environmente  "The 
problem of man ' s existence, then, is unique in the whole of nat re; he 
has fallen out of nature, as it were, and is still in it; he is partly 
divine, partly animal; partly infinite , partly finite" (1955a :Jl ) .  
The result is essentially a new environmental situation to which man 
must adjust and adapt. This new situation is problematic in that it 
spawns a c9mplex of needs requi ing satisfaction • .Among these  needs 
are the need for relatedness or reunion, the need for c reative 
activity , the need for belonging, the need for self definition and 
identify, and the need for a perspective or point of view (1955b :35-
66 ).  
The pos :ttion taken by F-ronnn is that under capitalism man is 
unable tc fulfill any of these needs satisfacto:r:lly. Instead of 
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_, 
enjoying a reunion with nature he suffers from isolation and character 
disintegration. Endowed with the equipment to rise above nature he is, 
nonetheless, unable to satis fy  his felt need for creativity. Nor is he 
able to find closeness or primaryness in the growing autonomy and 
impersonality of mass humanity, and perhaps because of these problems 
he is uncertain of what he is or should be, and consequently faces an 
identity problem. What remains is a collection of bodies devoid of 
purpose and direction, point of view and perspective. All the features 
of capitalist society--work, bureaucracy, competition, leisure, reli­
gion, sex, reason, freedom, mass, etc. ,--ara alienating. The picture 
portrayed by Fromm is admittedly one-sided but very little can be found 
to justify optimism .  
Karl Mannheim 
A number of writers already discussed , including Marx and 
Tonnies, saw society suffering from distrust and disorganization as a 
result of the fundamental changes occurring 1n society in connection 
with industrialization, rationality, and secularization. Karl Mann­
heim agreed that these changes were taking place and undertook to give 
an account of this following closely the method used by Marx. 
The key to the problem, as observed earlier by Marx , wa� the 
"consequences of the concentration of the means of production and the 
separation of the worker from those means " ,. Zeitlin, 1968 :JlO ) .  How­
ever, :Mannheim went further than Marx for he did not limit the impli­
cations of these two factors to the economic sphere. These changes 
had equally important consequences in other institutions , notably 
the political and military. While Marx saw the division of society 
along production lines with the resulting conflict between the 
bourgeoisie nd the proletariat, Mannheim saw both the means of 
political administration and the means of violence and destruction 
falling into the possession of a small elite minority. Accompanied 
by the bJ.raaucratization and rationalization of  social life, the 
basic tenants of democracy were virtually defeated. 
Under these circumstances the average individual is reduced 
to a state of "terrified helplessness" and impotence , and unable to 
conduct himself as an autonomous agent. Mannheim therefore pre­
scribed as a solution to this condition a system of democratic plan­
ning. This proposal met with a great deal of difficulty for how 
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does one reconcile centralization of decision making necessary for 
planning with the requirements of decentralization in a democracy. 
Mannheim was never quite able to resolve this dilemma. He charged 
a small elite with the task of planning in hopes that they would 
strive for the common good.  fut past experience has shown that 
concentration of  power has more often than not entailed oligarchy and 
even totalitarian rule. 
In the end it must be said that Mannheim was somewhat ambiv­
alent about democracy. Whereas he frequently attempted to "democra­
tize" non democratic techniques, he is neither without contradiction 
nor convincing. In spite of all this, however, Mannheim should be 
recognized for having tried to re-establish some semblance of  
guiding principles of the old liberal era which had since lost its 
economic and social base. 
Robert !• Merton 
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A concern with the concept alienation in the work of Robert K. 
Merton came by way of his analysis of the social and cultural sources 
of deviant behavior. Specifically, his objective was to identify and 
describe those ways in which
· 
social structure is related to the per­
formance or anti-social behavior. 
Acknowledging the value of functional analysis �s an explana­
tory device, he asserted that the social and cultural structures 
supply both the desired goals and the proper and acceptable means for 
achieving those goals. Bu t, . he says , in the highly ins titu tionalized 
societies of the West particularly, there is an obvious imbalance in 
the emphasis placed upon these two , with the _greater stress given to 
the cultural goals. Highly prized and desired goals without the 
perceived availability of means for attain�ent produce s  a condition 
of anxious disillusionment or "anomie ". 
Merton assumes first that all members of the society agree as 
to the desirability of the goals. In addition, non attainment of a 
given goa1 should not indicate failure but rather a · delay in the 
realization o� the goal. Failure , in his tenns, can only result from 
loss  of ambition (Merton, 1968a :19J ).  
Ha..ving conceptualized things in this fashion, Merton then 
constructed a typology of alternative modes of individual adaptation 
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of means to nds. He consider d five types of adaptation as shown in 
the following pa radigm (Merton ,  1968b :194) : 
Modes of Cultural Institutionalized 
Adaptation Goals Means 
I. Conformity + + 
II. Innovation + 
III . Ritualism 
IV. . Retreatism 
v. Rebellion + + 
(+) signifies "ace eptance" 
(- ) signifies "rejection" 
Type I,  conformity, reflects perfect integration of goals and 
means and therefore does not imply any deviant behavior. 
Type II , innovation , occurs when one has intern�lized the 
cultural goals without having equally internalized the institutionalized 
means for achieving the goals. 
Type III, ritualism ,  finds one practically ignoring the desired 
cultural goals although there is no radical . departure from the accepted 
and expected norms of conduct. 
Type IV, retreatism , includes the dropouts, addicts, psychotics, 
etc . ,  who have abandoned both the cultural goals and the institutional­
ized means . These a.re the truly alienated people . Resigned, asocial,  
disinherited, frustrated ,  these people are ,  as Me1·ton says, "in the 
society but not of it. •� 
Type V, rebellion , is particularly relevant here since it 
represents an attempt to substitute a highly modified or new set of 
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goals and means for a rejected one and so implies alienation from the 
existing social s truct re. 
By means of this paradigmatic scheme, 1erton is able to 
isolate tho se structural arrangements -(particular adapt tions ) which 
can pr ssui e persons to engage in deviant behavior. It can be noted 
that with tha exception of type I , conformity, anomie can exist in 
either the goals or the means. 
C. Wright Mills 
The great legacy of the Enlightenment, says C. Wright Mills 
(1959a ) ,  is the value of reason and freedom. An increased appli­
cation of rationality would, it was believed,  make men free. This 
unlimited faith in the notion of pro gres�. Blt the Modern Period is 
at an end and is being succeeded by a post  modern period wherein 
"the ideas of freedom and of reason have . become moot , that increased 
rationality may not be assumed to make for increased freedom" {Mills , 
1959b:167 ) .  The grounds for this assertation are to be found in the 
human conseqt1encos of the "rationalization" of life. FroIJ1 the 
broader societal level on down to the immediate mili�u , men must 
_ function within highly rational organizations. With the accompanying 
increase in the division of labor, life becomes segmented,  ma.king 
reasoning difficult if' no t impossible. The result is  a society 
characterized by rationality bat without reason. 
From the point of view of the individual t life becomes an 
experie-nce of fate. Feeling caugh-t in a set of circU1--nstances and 
forces beyond control, one does the best he can. The best, however ,  
is  an adaptation to the immediate situation which leaves one with a 
profound se�se of hopelessness in the long run and a suspicion that 
neither freedom nor reason are important or possible . Alienated in 
all areas of life , ¥alls asks whether a new "human nature " he calls 
"The Cheerful Robot 0 will soon flourish. He fears that it will and 
wonders further whether we have retained a sufficient a mount of 
intellectual life and freedom to understand it and to respond to it . _ 
Although more pessimistic he challenges the social scientist to 
confront the problem vigorously. 
Summary 
A preoccupation of nineteenth century thought involved the 
idea of progress. The philosophical nationalists, including most of 
the men previously discussed in this chapter, were 01 tspoken advocates 
of the inevitable growth and .development of human life and knowledge. 
Make men wise and you necessarily make them free became something of 
the motto of the era .  
Practically ,dthout exception , these men sought answers to the 
historical proces� or the laws of social dynamics which make for 
pro gress . But along with this search for the secrets of progressive 
advancements , there were dissenting views . Th same forces whi.ch 
suggested unrestricted optimism also suggested pessimism . All 
changes would not result in a net gain in human happiness. On the 
contrary, it �"Ould depreciate man immeasurably. Rationality, tech­
nology, and secularism could be used to defend both good and evil-­
progress and community versus alienation. It might not be unfair 
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or unfounded to say that while the scholars were publicly optimistic, 
they agreed that the disintegrating and disorganizing forces of 
society were dominant. 
Synopsis of Seaman's Conceptual Scheme 
Melvin Seeman has set forth a typology of alienation in his 
article, "On the Meaning of Alienation" (1959a),  which is considered 
by most scholars to be the definitive analytical statement. Insofar 
as it brings �ome degree of order to a chaos of diverse interpre­
tations , it is just that. 2 His conceptualizati�n consists of a 
systematic formulation of five dimensions that he has derived from 
theory and research. They are as follows : 
1. A feeling of powerlessness or helplessness  on 
the part of the individual (K. Marx). 
2. A feeling of meaningles sness on the part of the 
individual, referring to the individual's sense 
of understanding the events in which he · is 
engaged (Adorno, Cantril, Mannheim).  
3. The loss on the part of the individual o� commonly 
held standards and a resulting development of 
instrumental, manipulative attitudes (Thtrkheim). 
2This conceptualization is summarized for the purposes  of 
research in Appendix III, p. 146. 
4. -· The feeling of detachment of one who has become 
estrange� from his society and the culture it 
carries. 
5 . The mode or experience . by which a person exper.i­
ences himself as an alien. He has become estranged 
from himself (Fromm) . 
The first dimension, powerlessness, is derived from the 
Marxian view that the worker in an industrial society is a.liena:teo 1:D 
the extent that he does not control the means of production. .5aeman 
notes Weber 's  extension of Marx's  concept beyond the economic �her� 
of activity, in which the worker's  separation from the means .:al' 
production becomes merely a special case of a more general conttttion. 
Seeman asserts powerlessness to be "the expectancy or probabil:ti;y 
held by the individual that his own behavior cannot determine :tm 
occurrAnc� a! the outcom�, or reinforcements� he seeks . "  The 
utilization of the expectancy principle is clearly consistent ·id±h 
"social learning" theory and Seeman uses it consistently himseJ.:r .. 
With regard to powerlessness, Seeman notes that his concept .does not 
take ·into account the discrepancy factor (control the individua1 
expects as opposed to the ·control he desires ) and although he indi� 
cates the possible importance of this !actor, he makes it clear that. 
he has chosen to focus on expectancies because it is consistent · with 
his other conceptualizations and because it "avoids building ethical 
or adjustmental features into the concept. " 
The second dimension is that of meaninglessness. Seeman notes 
the use of this concept by Adorno in his analysis of social movements, 
and by Mannheim who argues that as "functional rationality increases� 
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the - ability of the individual to act intelligently on the basis ot 
his own insights decreases. " Seeman asserts that alienation in the 
meaninglessness sense occurs when "the individual is unclear as to 
what he ought to believe, when his minimal standards f'or clarity in 
decision-making are not met. The individual cannot predict with 
confidence the consequence or acting on a given belief. " On this 
basis, Seeman defines meaninglessnesc as a "low expectancy that 
satisfactory predictions about future outcomes of behavior can be 
made. " Note, however, the possibility that a person can have low 
expectancy about future outcome� of behavior without having the 
feeling of meaninglessness. Indeed, this would seem to be a common 
outlook for many persons. Perhaps the problem here is Seema.n' s  
transl8tion o f  mean��glessne�s as  it is dev�loped 1 n  the liter turec  
He appears to adopt Mannheim's view that meaninglessness is· refer­
rable to man ' s  inability to act intelligently on the basis of insight. 
If you attach the notion of purposelessness to the concept, however, 
quite a different understanding results. I believe that meaning­
lessness can be more fruitfully conceived as a condition of the 
individual who feels that his lif'"e lacks meaning, direction,  or 
purpose. There is a discrepancy between what the individual believes 
should be and wha.t actually is. This does not necessarily have 
objective referents (what an individual feels should E!!_, in a 
society • • •  and what is not) . but again, refers to a la.ck of sufficient. 
purpose or meaning in a person ' s  life when it is felt there should be 
some greater meaning or purpose there. This eonceptualization seems 
to be a more perceptive view of meaninglessness than . Seeman• s. 
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A ·third dimension or alienation is that -oI normlessness which 
is derived from D.trkheim' s  definition of anomie. In the anomie 
literature there is reference to a condition 0£ nonnative deregulation 
in which the nonns become vague, ill-defined, .and confused. Merton 
extended the concept in his description of the ..c..onsequences of a 
discrepancy between cultural goals and institu±innalized means or 
achieving these goals. Seeman notes Merton's -statement that in such 
· a situation anomie will develop to the extent "±hat "the technically 
most efficient procedure whether culturally .:legilimate or not, 
becomes typically preferred to institutionally -pres.cribed conduct. " 
Furthermore , Seeman distinguishes this dimension of normlessness from 
the concept of "anomie, " since the fonuer is based on the individual' s  
point o f  view being a "high expectancy that socially unapproved 
behavior is required to achieve given goals, " while the latter 
"denotes a situation in which the social noms :regulating . individual 
conduct have. broken down" (1959b :787) . Seeman cautions that this 
formulation of normlessness "narrows the evocative character of the 
concept, " but he also feels that the greater potential that this 
gives for research justifies this limitation. 
The fourth dimension of alienation refers to the individual' s  
_ sense of social isolation, o f  estrangement from society. Seeman 
defines this type of alienation as "the assignation of low reward 
values· to goals or beliefs that are typically highly valued in the 
given society. " Thus the individual who assigns low v�lues to goals 
that are generally valued highly would be rejecting society. - ·- · 
The final dimension of alienation ts that of self-estrangement. 
Fromm, more than anyone else, elaborates this verson of alienation 
and describas it as being the state or condition of an individual who 
is alienated or estranged from himself. Seeman has difficulty with 
this type and indicates such by noting what he feels is an apparent 
overlap between it and the other types of alienation, and also, that 
it is difficult to define what is meant by alienation from self. He 
resolves this problem by noting that what is being postulated is the 
estrangement of �he self from an ideal human condition, and that the 
key to the problem is a self-alienation characterized by the loss or 
; ntrinsic meaning or pride in work . He than goes on to cast the 
dimension in social learning terms as "the degree o f dependenc e or a 
given behavior upon anticipated future rewards " (rewa�ds which are 
outside the activity itself). This, Seeman indicate s, refers to the 
inability of the individual to find self-rewarding activities that 
engage him. 
It can be concluded, I believe, that Seeman has gone far in his 
attempt to define the concept in ways congenial to operationalization. 
I also feel that his effort to recast the concept in social learning 
terminology lends additional support to that end. 
To determine whether or not Seeman has accomplished what he 
intended and used accordingly in research,  as hypothesized here, the 
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following fou� sub-hypotheses were derived for the purpose of 
examining the empirical research that has been done on alienation. 
The logic upon which the following four sub-hypothese s  are 
based is found in Merton and others whose writings have articulated 
the relationship between theory and research. In operationalizing 
concepts in research it is expected that consideration would first be 
given to those fonnulations already in existence. 
Formulation of Sub-Hypotheses 
1. Ba.sed upon Seaman 's  five dimensional scheme one should 
expect a fairly equal emphasis on the examination of 
all dimensions of alienation in the literature. 
2. Given Seeman•s specification and definition of the 
component elements of each dimension one should expect 
to find these same comoonent elements specified in 
SU,r"IC:c>qnen+. C: tnr H  0 �  of �liena tion. 
J. Following the five d1.mensional conceptualization 
proposed by Seeman, one should expect to find a 
relationship of  independence between the respective 
dimensions in subsequent studies. 
4. •Given the relationship between theory and research as 
app ied in this study, one should expect Seaman's 
assumptions as to the 1 atura of alienation (as a 
social psycholo gical phenomenon) and its treatment 
(in social learning terms) to be followed in sub­
sequent research. 
CHAPTER IIl 
METHODS AND PROCEllJRF.B 
Methodological Perspective 
To have a theory for something is to have an explanation for 
it. Quite obviously not all explanations :fall within the realm o! 
science. - They are found in all areas or .ordinary life and serve a 
multitude of pu:rposes. Their origins a-re ·gene-rally the immediate 
grounds of individual a·ction and their --cha-racte.r is especially unique 
and of limited applicability. �n the ·other :-hand, explanations in 
science have (or should have)  their ori-g.i:ns .in vastly wider ranges 
of human conduct and excede common sense ·.in terms of scope or known 
applicabl.lity. Consequently, in science -explanations are couched 
in terms whose attributes are abstracted .from the empirical world 
(concepts) and related to one another in such -ways as to constitute 
precise systematic statements (propositions). 
A common misconception, even - a�ong scientists, is to regard 
precise_ systematic statements as necessar.i.ly factual. Unfortunately, 
that is not the case. And even if it were, there are a great many 
factors which mitigate against it. Eternal unalterable truth just 
does not happen to fall within the scope 0£ scientific determination. 
No doubt a great many reasons might account for this, but probably 
most significant are those of extreme complexity. relativism, change, 
limitations of man, and probably most important, the limitations of 
the method of scienc·e itself. The result is that attention has turned 
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to the more limited explanations (Merton, 1968 ) .  It appears that 
social scientists, especially., -tend to favor the search for ca.usa-lity 
within limited syst,ems . Rather ±ban .seek final. truth, practitioners 
- in the field of sociology att�mpt to specify conditions under which 
this or that variable occurs or :change.s 
Broadly speaking, two ,natho:do"logical approaches have vied !or 
acceptance among sociologists. :They are the formal scientific method, 
modeled a.ft.er the pr..;rsical sciences., :and the informal Verstehen 
method (Bertrand, . 1967). Socio.lop:sto have long debated the relative 
merits or these methods. Moreover., the history of socio lo f!S its elf 
is as much methodological as substantive. SUffice it to say at this 
point that both sides to the .ar_gunmn:t have their adherents and 
spokesmen claiming validity. Whil'8 these are the two theoretical 
approaches, sociology has been :truly inventive in the many techniques 
to support them. Among these are the comparative, analytical, 
experimental, statistical, survey., historical, participant observa­
tion, and case study. None o£ these techniques has been the exclusive 
property of one theoretical Approach. On the contrary, their uses 
have been determined largely by the knowledge and skill of the indi­
vidual scientists. 
In terms of what has been said so far, the thesis being pro- - .. 
posed is basically theoretical in the sense that it seeks an expla­
nation of something - alienation. Of course no new and entirely 
different explanation is anticipated. None the less, what is intended 
is the type of analysis which will £acilita.te clarification and 
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systemization and · tn that way ba e:,.:pl.ana.tcrry.. _ The method to be used 
in this research doe�  not confor'll, sttlc..tly �peaking, to either the 
form�l or the informal" method, · although :tjl'e -actual procedures to be 
followed are quite common among the "logics in use " in sociology. 
Specifically, a set of questions were userl,- the answers to which ·will 
supply the data relevant to the above --sta:te.d sub-hypotheses. Then, 
by means of a comparative analysis (compari-son Df the conceptuali­
zations of alienation in research si-i1ce I-959 -to See.man), it will be 
possible to observe and weigh the evidenc..e ;pertinent to the sub­
hyp0theses. 
Since this study is basically an �.ssay .in theory, the methods 
and procedures are necessarily those adapted to this type of work. 
� Selec-t±on 
A major consideration in any s.c.ient.i.fi.c study is the collection 
of data. Data collection is important :be.cause all that one can hope 
to lea.rn is based .upon the data. Erro-rs ::c.ommi tted in the process of 
data collection can easily render a study valueless. Probably the 
single most important point is that the ..data gathered should be as 
truly representative of the total population as possible. Trustworthy 
generalization, which is the goal of all .research, can be achieved 
only if the criteria of representativeness are satisfied. 
Interest in a lienation ranges over a wide area, and it is 
treated from ma·ny disciplinary orientations including sociology, 
social psychology, psychology, political science, and from the 
perspective of the educator and admitµ.strator.  It extends from 
- theoretical and methodolo gical concerns. l.nd it is given both 
theoretical and Emtpirical treatment. From -A wide range of studies, 
it is necessary for the purposes of research to define a "population 
of studies" having particular characteristics that - are amenable to 
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the problems and hypotheses being considered -:by ±his dissertation. 
Five basic criteria were found desirable :!ar establishing a population 
of studies concerning alienation. These :included: (1) the date of 
publication; (2) location of  the study within the United States; (3) 
orientation of the study; (4) the inclusion ·ol' empirical data ; and 
(5 ) the kind of treatment given to the "cone:ep..t o.£ alienation. "3 
The first criterion specifies that .all studies must have been 
published since December, 1959, the ·date Melvin Seeman : s  article on 
"The Meaning of Alienation, " was published in The American Socio­
logical Review. This allows the inclusion �£ research done by 
persons who should have had the opportunity to become familiar with 
Seeman's contribution to the conceptualization of alienation. Studies 
published prior to this date would not have had such an opportunity 
and are excluded for that reason. 
The second criterion specifies that the research and publi­
cation of the study be within the United States of .America - a 
limitation made out of practical necessity. This is functional from 
· the standpoint of the availability of Seeman •s  article and research 
3 Rerer to Appendix I, p. 132 .  
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within the United · states . and the extent to which researchers of the 
concept may be expected to be aware of the literature.on the particular 
topic "alienation" within a ..limited -geographical area. 
The third criterion specifies that the orientation of the study 
be one of sociology, social psychology, or a related behavorial 
science. Studies in criminology, ;po.J.i..tical science, education, admin­
istrative science , and other �re.lat�rl _f.ields are eligible for inclusion. 
Since the focus o f  this examination (dissertation) is to determine t.he 
trea tmen't, given � the "concept of :.alienation" in terms of the 
scientific methodology _ invol:ved ..1-n :ts �onceptualization and empirica1 
testing, . it was found desirable :to ..include all studies which specific­
ally treat alienation as a concept, :regardless of  the discipl.i:narr 
orientation ot· the research. .To ...l.:1ml.,'t the treat.ment of" the concept to 
the area of  sociology, per se, wotil.d �ause the exclusion of pertinent 
studies from other fields. Hence, some of the studies included in the 
defined population come from diverse ...f'ields within the social and 
behavioral sciences, while the preponderance of studies come from the 
discipline of sociolo gy where the study of the concept has been most 
extensive. Determination of inclusion or exclusion under this 
criterion was based upon (1) the author's recognized field of compe­
tency; (2) the source of publication; and (3) the expressed orienta­
tion of the article. 
The fourth criterion specifies the inclusion  of all studies 
which contain pertinent empirical data. Five "types of  studies " were 
defined under this category depending upon their varying d grees or  
4) 
theoreti�al and empiric�l content • . Type "A" included those studies 
which lacked reference to any theoretical foundation on which they 
were dependent. Type "B" consisted :of -studies which contained a dis­
cussion o! the theoretical premises on which they were based. Type 
"C" included studies which .we:re done in such a way as to evaluate or . 
refine theoretical concepts of alierui'ti-on. Type "D" consisted of 
primarily theoreti"cal studies whi-eh ..al.sl:> contained empirical data used 
to support the theory. Secondary empir1cal studies done by persons 
other than the author of the theoretical work are included here. And 
ie:stly, type "E", which was excluded :f�om the population because ot 
the failure to include any explicit .empirical data. By and large�  all 
philosophical studies of alienation were excluded under the criterion 
of this category. Because the nature o.f the problem under investi­
gation necessitates the analysis 0£ empirical research, studies which 
did not include such data could not be included in the population. 
The fifth criterion refers xo the treatment of the subject 
ma.tter, alienation. It was determined that a study must specifically 
purport to study alienatiQn as either the major subject of investi­
gation, a part of the central theme, or a major variable in the 
analysis of the problem. The reason for this was that the term 
alienation must be given enough treatment - so that the researcher could 
determine exactly what meaning was given to the concept of alienation 
and how it was used in the empirical research. Furthermore , it was 
required that alienation be treated as a concept or research tool, not 
merely as a descriptive adjective as is sometimes the case .  There 
must be some concern on each resea.rclrer'--s pa.rt to specify the appli­
c�tion of "alienation" in a research .problem, or  to apply the theo­
retical concept in such a way tha:t :the fi�dings may be held to support, 
modify, o r  conflict with the used meaning of alienation. - That is, 
either a definition is nec�ssitated :by ±he research problem9 or  the 
research, by its nature, describes -:the :-meaning of alienation intended. 
Studies of "anomie" are excluded to the extent that they refer . 
to a separate concept. Any studies -which expressly treated anomie as 
a dimension of alienation, were, ·on -the �ther hand, found acceptable 
under this criterion. Any term� dinrens±on, or aspect (e. g. 9 narcis­
sism, . estrangement, dissidence, isriJ:a.tion, segregation, loneliness, 
worthlessness, inadequacy, powerl�ssne.ss,, discrimination, etc. ) th.at 
may be construed as part or, or .Te.fe-r.ring to the concept or alienation 
was excluded from the population unless ±he researcher expressly 
stated that it constituted part of :the :concept of  alienation. This 
was necessary to prevent the arbitrary :inclusion of studies of par­
ticular dimensions regardless of how the .researchers intended them to 
be used. In other words, this examination is bound _by the usage and 
meaning given to alienation by the -p�rson who did the research. 
The ability of  a study to meet the above criteria and be 
included in the population was detennined by an analysis or the study 
or an abstract thereof. The studies themselves were located and 
identified by an annotated bibliography on the Social Aspects of 
Alienation (April, 1969) by the National L�stitute of Mental He3lth, 
and a ·supplemental b.ibliography prepared £rom ar, independent check of 
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major j ou1.,-ials 9 abstracts , a.nd references cited in the sources li.sted 
in Social Aspects of Alienation. A review or the literature showed 
that this bibliography ·is quite comprehensive. 
From the above sources , a total of one hundred three studies 
were found suitable for inclusion into the population from approxi­
mately three hundred studies considered.4 After the population had 
been defined and identified, it was stratified according to eleven 
subject areas listed in Social Aspects of Alienation . There were : 
(1 ) theoretical and methodological issues ; (2 )  the alienated worker ; 
(3 ) the alienated voter ; (4) the alienated young ; (5) the alienated 
old ; (6 ) · the alienated black ; (7 ) the alienated poor ; (8 ) selected 
aspects ; ( 9 )  alienation and .deviant behavior; (10 )  alienation and 
(12 ) miscellaneous (for studies which did not fit the above eleven ) . 
This st� atification was beneficial and necessary to guarantee a broad 
inclusion of studies on alienation from diverse fields and from 
several disciplines . The1·e was no particular order followed in the 
placement of the studies in the strata , as they were categorized in 
order of their consideration. 
From the stratified population described above, a random 
sequential sample of fifty-one studies was drawn. S This sample is 
4Thes e are listed in Appendix II, p .  135 . 
a.re listed in Appendix II, P •  lJS .  
held to be representative ·o.f studies in general which have focused on 
defining and testing the :c�pt ·o.f alienat.ion with a broad �ocio­
logical perspective. The -�ent -to which each researcher has 
examined- th� prior literatur� ·in order to make use of theory and the 
extent to which Seeman• s analysis of the concept of alienation has 
been used, should be determ.±na.bl� by investigation into the eha.racter­
istics · of'  this population. .To :selecting the data · for this study we 
have necessarily been settirrg t,oundaries. Since it is hardly feasible 
to consider all the work of every author who claims to study aliena­
tion, a selection must be . made . In establishing boundaries for a 
study one sets the limits :af' :the domain on intended �eaning and the 
universe of discourse. 
Sample Characteristics 
The information needed to analyze the four sub-hypotheses was 
derived from an item analysi� .form applied to each study in the 
sample. 6 Several characteristics 0£ the sampl� should · be indicated. 
A proportional selection of .studies from the strata resulted in the 
following representation : · Theoretical and Methodological Issues-4 ;  
Alienated Worker-9 ; Alienated Voter-11 ; Alienated Young-9 ; Alienated 
Old-1; Alienated Black-2 ; Alienated Poor-0 ; Social Structure Aspects-J ; 
Deviant Behavior- 6; Cultural Change40; Psychological Processes-4; and 
Miscellaneous-J • . 
6This fonn is presented in Appendix r.v, P• 152. 
4? 
Five disciplinary orientations were represented in tbe 
selection : Soc�ology-21; - Social -Psychology-22 ;  Political Science-4; 
Psrchology-J; and :Eciucation-1. .The 1Jl'evalence of sociology and social 
psychology was · expected since the analysis .or alienation is a central 
theme in. these . two disciplinary orientations. Many psychological and 
psychoanalytic studies· were conside-red _fur inclusion in the population 
but few were found acceptable under ·the criteria for inclusion. The 
reason for this is that most of ·thes� .studies treat general syndromes 
of various patients without an .attempt -to employ a specific meaning 
of alienation in empirical situ.at.ions . The authors frequently give 
impressions and observations they ha�� Acquired through years -0f 
clinical experience without rela..ting -:-detailed case histories or 
distinguishable events to a par-ticula:r ::c-onceptualization of alienation. 
At the same time, however, it appeArs ±hat the psychoanalyst is the 
person most often involved in studying the dimension 0£ self­
estrangement - a dimension that ·is infrequently treated at the 
political and social level. Henc�, -the frequency of treatment given 
this dimension in the popula�ion is rather sparse. 
The purpose for stratifying the sample was to conform to the 
format presented in Social Aspects of Alienation and to thereby 
guarantee that the sample would give some treatment . to the various 
contexts in which alienation might be studied . This would in turn 
give a measure ' of the difficulty of applying Seema 1 • s  scheme in 
differing contexts as well as its ability to function as a con­
ceptual standard for· the population as a whole. 
Certain factors studied in this dissertation were shown to have 
a clear relationship to the str.atagraphic ca-tegorization : (A) or the 
f_ive dis.ciplinary orientations --rep-resented in the sample, all !our 
studies - included from politi�al science appeared in Stratum C (Voters ). 
All others appeared to be :randomly dis-tributed. (B) Seeman • s  con- . 
ceptualization was heavily .relied upon as a theoretical base 1n 
Stratum.- I (Deviant Behav.ior-.fiv_e _of six studies) but was not fre­
quently used in Str.ata D (Youth-one of eight) and K (Psychological 
processe---none of four). (Seeman was used in only one 0£ eight 
studies in the former stratum and in none of the four studies in the 
latter. ) . Otherwise there seemed ·to be no distinct relationship 
between the use of Seeman and a :particular stratum. (C) A direct 
correspondence was indicated ·between the use of social learning 
terminolo gy and Strata I (Deviant Behavior) and K (Psychological 
Processes ). This terminology was recorded in all eight studies in 
the former stratum and in none o.f the four studies in the latter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The basic hypothesis of this study as stated in Chapter I is 
that "inasm�ch as there should be some relationship between theortJ and 
research ,  one would expect an influence of Seeman 's  theoretical fonnula­
tion on subsequent study and that this study should, in turn,  cause 
clarification and refinement of that theory. 11 F\our sub-hypotheses were 
fonnulated , the data for which were considered the principal evidence 
pertaining to the basic hypothesis stated above. 
Sub-Hypothesis One 
Based upon Seeman ' s  five dimensional scheme one would expect a 
fairly equal emphasis on the examination of all dimensions of aliena­
tion in the literature. 
The major findings are contained in the following table : 




















*Percentages do not add to 100 in the first three tables s 
multiple responses we� e  possible . 
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Two things can be observed immediately. One , all five dimensions have 
been used in rese·arch . Two, there is a wide gap between the most often 
and least often used dimension. While thirty-two of fifty-one studies 
include- powerle-ssness, only eight or the fifty-one include selt­
estrangement. A four times greater usage of powerlessness over self­
estrangement is substantial. Normlessness received the second largest 
coverage with twenty-two of fifty-one studies. The remaining two ,  
me ninglessness and isolation, are very similar, a t  thirteen o r  fi:fty­
one and fourteen of fifty-one respectively. 
The figures presented in _the above table represent the relative 
frequency of the use of the various dimensions in research. No 
detennination has been made here as to whether the individual 
researchers were familiar with Seeman. I� was only necessary that the 
dimension be identified in use. 
It was also shown that of the fifty-one studies analyzed, six-
teen or 31� failed to include any reference of Seaman's dimensions. 
�urther, eight of the fifty-one (16i) included one of Seeman's dimen­
sions; eleven (22%) included only two dime�sions ; eight (16i) included 
only three dimensions; five (li) included only four dimensions ; and 
three ( . o6i) included all five of Seeman's dimensions. 
A number of factors , I believe, have a bearing on the rather 
disproportionate study of Seems.n's five dimensions. First, the notion 
of powerlessness has a deep and pivitol place in sociology. Having 
originated in the works of Karl Marx, the term found continued 
importance in Max Weber's work which was a major influence in the 
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development of American sociology. A fairly recent re·a.ssessment· of 
Marxian thought has further stimulated interest _ i_n the phenomenon ot 
power . In view of the large place occupi�d by considerations of power 
in human affairs, it is quite understandable why present researchers 
tend to define problems in those terms. 
A second and related factor has its roots in the cont�mporary 
general soci_o-political atmosphere. Quite unlike- - the climate of ten 
to fifteen years ago, the socio-political scene of today is under the 
influence of "participatory democracy . "  Seen differently by some it 
involves a keen feeling and desire to be engaged, to be active. Any 
perspective . might be suitable to these feelings, but a perspective 
involving power relations has greatest appeal. The perspective of 
the scientist has not been altoge�her bypassed. It seems that the 
phenomenon of power has again become a dominant focus in the study of 
human relations. 
A further clarification of the findings pertaining to sub­
hypothesis one can be achieved by observing the number of studies that 
made direct reference to Seeman and those that actually used $eeman's  
definition in research ; this is shown in Table 2. 
The reader should be cautioned at this point against over­
simplifying the meaning of  "noted" and "used" in this table . One 
might assume that if Seeman is noted in a particular study, the author 
is also familiar with his conceptualization and therefore more likely 
to adopt Seaman 's  scheme . However, this is not a particularly valid 
assumption since there was considerable variation in both the nature 
and purpose of the references. Some referred to Seeman merely in 
passing while others cited his 1959 work in great detail. 






(N  = 51) 
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The actual use of Seeman's definition was also variable. Some 
used Seeman • s  definition in one context and failed to use it in others. 
Still others used portions of Seaman's definition and either sub­
stituted or deleted the rest. In short, the nature and purpose of the 
referenc e, as stated by the authors, often had vague and tenuous con­
nections with the actual use of Seaman's definition. 
The source of the concept alienation used in research is most 
difficult to establish. No single factor is sufficient to explain this 
although several factors taken together show some rather interesting 
patterns.  As already noted, thirty-eight of the fifty-one studies 
make referenc e to Melvin Seeman either as the source of the concept 
used or as a source of part of the concept used. Twenty-one of the 
fifty-one studies also used Seaman's definition, leaving seventeen 
studies citing Seeman but not using his definition in research . The 
number of studies both citing and using Seaman's definition includes 
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four studies of which he (Saeman) was the author or co-author . As was 
quite often the case, the authors of these studies would also use their 
own definitions or a definition derived from someone else. For exam­
ple, twenty-seven authors used their own definitions of alienation in 
their studies, and twenty-four used a definition from some other 
source. Table 3 shows the frequency with which Seeman 's , the respec­
tive author's o�m , and another's definition of alienation is used. 
TABLE 3. Frequency of Use of Various Definitions 
of Alienation in Research 
Use 
Definition of alienation Frequency Percent 
( N  = 51 ) 
See�an• s  22 4J% 
Author ' s  own 27 53% 
Other 24 1+7i 
An analysis of  the various combin tions of alienation de°fi­
nitions used in research provides another perspective on the problem 
posed in sub-hypothesis one. There were ei ght poss ible combinations 
ranging frort1 those with r.o definition of alienat ion to those using all 
three ( Table 4, types I-VIII ) .  Beg:tnning with type I ,  eight percent 
of the studies offered no particular source of the definition of  
alienation used. It was characteristic of studies in this type to use 
an implicit 1·ather than an explicit definition of alten.ation .  In so 
doing the authors rarely made a definitive statement, assuJUing, I 
suppose , that it  was either previously understood or unimportant. 
TABLE 4. Variation in the Use of Seeman's, Author's , 
and Other's Definition of Alienation* 
Combinations of definitions and per­





















*Plus sign indicates usage ; minus sign indicates non-usage of 
respective definitions. 
Only ten percent of the studies analyzed used Seema.n's defini­
tion of alienation exclusively (type II). In terns of both the number 
of references made to him (see Table 2 )  and the acknowledged value of 
his (1959 ) operational synthesis of alienation , this is an astonish­
ingly low percentage. The small percentage of studies that used See­
man ' s  definition exclusively is partially explained , I believe , by the 
eighteen percent ( type III) that used Seema.n's definition, but either 
for re·ason of its believed inadequacy, insufficiency, or inappropriate­
ness , the authors decided to. supply their own definitions as well. The 
1 esult was that some authors simply added their own definitions to See­
man 's or used them as alternatives
9 
in which case the meaning was 
altered entirely. 
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Ten percent of the studies used both Seeman' s de£inition and & 
definition frcm some other source (type rl) .  A common practice among 
the studies in this type was the use of  one or more standardized scales 
along �"1th Seaman 's  definition. 
In sixteen percent �f  the studies, the author's definition was 
the only definition used (type V) . Two factors related to this type 
are noteworthy. First, only :two studies, S-14 and S-249 made no 
reference to Seeman. It is :possible, therefore , that tha autbors ot 
the other six studies found Seaman's definition deficient in some 
sense . and hence decided to use . or develop their own definitions . 
Second, of' the eight studies ..in this type only one used a standardized 
test (S-29 used the TAT). The implication to be drawn from this is 
that the authors of these studies appeared to be most intent upon 
conducting their studies and presenting their findings as original 
works, while at the same time carefully avoiding use of  either Seeman•s 
or anyone else's definition of alienation.  Tne evidence for this can 
be found in the fact that only £our of the eight studies included 
dimensions other than those found in Seeman. Combined, these four 
studies, S-15, S-18, S-29, and S-48 , used only seven other dimensions . 
Furthermore, four of these eight studies are conspicuously free of any 
other dimensions, meaning those not present in Seeman.  
Tho next category, type VI ,  totaling fourteen percent of  the 
studies , avoided Seeman • s  definition b-�t included both the author's and 
a definition from some other source . Although not differing apprecia­
bly from the previous category in terms of familiarity with Seeman 
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(as judged by reference note), this type was far more productive o f  
other dimensions, supplying a total of nineteen, with every study con­
taining at laast one, and one study having as many as six (S-4). 
The largest percentage, twenty in type VII, is represented by 
tho se authors who neither used Seeman's definition nor their own, wt 
rather used one developed by someone else. The basic reason for the 
relatively large representation in this category results from the 
acknowledged ambiguity of  the concept alienation. Most studies o f  
this type employ one o r  more established scales in hope o f  avoiding 
further confusion by contributing yet another definition. The intent 
is understandable and of some merit. However, the belief that the use 
of an established measuring instrument would result in a real and 
immediate el�rification o! e�en one s�all fecet o! the concept was not 
p rticularly sound. The so-called "established scales" are themselves 
want.:ng in clarity ,  scope, and precision (seo fo o tnote 8,  p .  62) . 
Their use has,  as o ften as not, contributed to and extended the con­
fusion. 
The eighth type found the lo west representation with only three 
studies. Two of the three, S-1 and S-25 ,  are Ph. Ds dissertations while · 
the o ther (S-22 ) is co-authored by A. Neal and M. Seeman. Few studies 
are of· this ariety because of the complexity necessarily accompanying 
the interrelationshi.pa of  the definitions. Naal and Seeman qualified 
for this type because they used Seaman ' s  definition (Seeman also being 
co-author) plus they used Srole ' s  scale which does not clearly c or­
respond to any one or number of Saeman s dimensions. The Ph. D. became 
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eligible for reasons of the elaborate, multi-faceted approaches ta.ken 
to the study �r their problems. Seyeral indiv�dual and independent 
definitions were employed and/or develo�e� in the_ same work. 
An assessment of the evidence pertaining to sub-hypothesis one 
is incomplete without a discussion of the "other di."tlensions" that have 
been used by many authors. In the statement of the problem section ot 
this dissertation, notice was given :to the unusually confused and 
imprecise nature of the concept alienation .  It was further staterl that 
authors frequently substituted or used in addition, terms which appeared 
related to the meaning of  alien ation. To £act there seems to be no end 
to the number of such terms that might be considered in some fashion 
connected with alienation. The _findings in this study lend a great 
deal of · support to the view exPressed· in the statement of the problem. - - -
Alienation seems to have meant prActieally anything anyone wanted it 
to mean. In all, sixty-one other dimensions, meaning dimensions not 
present in Seeman ,  were used.? 
The large number of  "other dimensions " found in the studies 
analyzed in the present research begs the obvious question ,  .why? Why 
are there so many other dimensions in the first place; and second, how 
can their appearance be explained? Before we attempt to nswer these 
questions something should be said about the list itself. The large 
number of other dimensions is not in the least surprising,  for the 
confusion surrounding the meaning of alienation is practically its 
?Refer to  Appendix V, p. 160. 
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claim to fame . Seldom do writers fail to repeat the often used 
phrase of ''while it has received increasing attention,  little is 
knot--n • •  • • "  The acknowledged ambiguity and conceptual confusion of 
alienation and the hope oi clarifying some of this, was the principal 
motive for the present study. 
One- r ason for the extensive use of "other dimensions" is 
related to the nature of sociology and sociologists. There is still 
something of a frontiel mentality among sociologists. They seem to 
think that they are working on the fringe of the totally unknown and 
that they must meet this challenge with originality. This or:lgi­
na.li ty h�s taken the form of "jargon" which when created seems to  
stimulate further "jargoniz.ing". 
to dramatically over-explain. Notoriously long-winded, they gather 
into essays every imaginable variable nnd give it thorough evaluation. 
In the end they have over-explained everything to the point of meaning 
almost anything. What is said and what is meant. are often no more 
cle&r at the end than they are in t e beginning. 
These cormnents are not offered facetiously because a more care-
r 1 look at the data fails to provide any conclusive explanation al­
though several po sibilities are suggestedo Vi�.rlng o r  sample accord­
ing to the te s by which it is stratified , there appears to be some 
simiL�r · ty between the substantive areas (meaning the various trata of 
the present study) and the "other dimensions " used. Fo r instance stratum. 
A, ( see Appendix I) , entitled Theoretical nd Methodological Issuss, 
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included sample numbers one -through four. One study (S-J) gave no 
"other dimension" while the ?emaining four contained. ten "other dimen­
sio,s. " Of these ten "other dimensions, "  six are used in conneetion 
with the scales developed by Srole,  Dean, and Rosenberg. The :four 
remaining "other dimensions" include "outlook for the future, "  "life 
dissatisfaction, " "low self- e-s:teem, " and "attitude uncertainty. " The 
purposes of the studies in this _-stratum are explained by the stratum 
title. It is conceivable -that -the authors proposed the "other dimen­
sions" they did b�ause they -hoped these would alleviate existing 
terminological confusion. _Those concerned with methodological prob­
lems probably felt that a c.la.rification of an existing scale would do 
the same. Stratum A is less significant for relating the "other 
dimensions " to the substanti-ve areas because it 1s not itselr a sub­
stantive area. 
Stratum B, The Alienated Worker, contained sample numb�rs five 
through thirteen. All but two cl these studies identified at least 
one "other dimension, " with B-7 having eight. A clear relation 
appears to have ex'isted between the area in which these authors . 
studied alienation and the "other dimensions " used . A frequent 
reference was "work alienation" ( four references) and 0anomie'! as 
measured by Srole ( five references). The other terms used were 
derived from one or  another of the factors prasent 1n the study which 
the author considered important enough to label. Examples here are 
"job satisfaction, " nstatus concern, " "social participation, " "need 
inviolacy, " and self' actualization . "  Tho other terms , "social 
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isolation" as measured by Dean, 0alienation from expressive relations , "  
and "bewildennent and confusion, " can hardly be ta.ken seriously. 
The fact that such a large number of "other dimensions " (other 
than those found in Seeman) cannot be explained by substanti e areas of 
investigation, by use or non use of standardized scales , by chrono­
logical appearance, by disciplinary orientation of the study, by 
judged inadequacy of Seeman , by non reference to Seeman ., or by aey 
number of lesser considerations, makes rathe compelling the con­
clusion that conceptual clarification and precision will remain 
unachieved so long as researchers persist in their i gnorance or dis­
regard of theoretical formulatio�s and methodological precision. 
Investigators have focused considerable attention on the many 
"f�ctors 10 ths.t ar� beliAVad to define alienat.ion . We have already 
discussed the many "other dimensions "  found in research, but there are 
more. A number of synonyms have been used for the five dimensions by 
Seeman and for alienation generally. Synonyms for general alienation 
' included industrial alienation (S-6 ) and socio-psychological alienation 
(S-51 ) .  
A curious point to no te is the use of h lplessness as a 
synonym for both powerlessness and meaninglessne.,)s ( S-17 ). 
A number of studies seem to have formulated a synonym for one 
of Seeman•s dimensions out of terms peculiar to c rtain problem area s .  
Economic marginality ( S-10 ) i s  one such case . Synonyms were occa-
s · anally the result of the use of scales which we1·e defined as 
measur �ments of particular dimensions o Such is the case with "gui e­
lessness " (S-21).  
TABLE 5 .  List of Synonyms for Seern.an's Five Dimensions 
Used in Research 















Estrangement from work 
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In R.11; the number of synonyms was small. B..tt th.a. t there ware 
any and that their use was always accompanied by the counterpart 




The Usage of Standardized Scales in Measuring Alienation 
A total of thirty-one different standardized scales were used 
to measure alienation.8 Three points are of inL�ediate importance in 
regard to these scales. First, while many of the scales have an 
infrequent usage, several are relatively predominant. Second, the 
scales most often used do not seem to be precise in what they measure 
and they are inconsistently applied. Third, the scales do not have a 
firm relationship to a theoretical base. 
Looking more closely at the first point, seven of the thirty­
one scales used to measure alienation were used more than once. Table 
6 contains a breakdown of these scales per year. Of these, Srole's 
scale was used thirteen times as a measure of alienation, Dean's 
Rosenberg, and Seemdn, two each. Srole's and Dean's scales are by far 
the predominant ones ; that is, they are the most commonly accepted 
measures of alienation. This factor alone would have a strong bearing 
upon the number of dimensions used in research. wnether these two 
8The following were used in the population as standardized 
measures of alienation : scales developed by Srole (1956 ) , Dean (1961 ) ,  
Nettler (1957 ), Zimmer ( 1964) , �1hn (1954) , Campbell (19.54 ), Middleton 
(1959 ), Clark (1965 ) ,  Neal (1959 , 1963 , 1967 ), Bonjean and Hayes 
(1963 }, P.ayes (1959 ) , Rosenberg (1959 + 1963 ) ,  Stouff r (19 55)  Kauf-
man (1960 ), Pearlin {1962 ), Sykes and Matza (1961) ,  Williams (1960 ), 
Stinchcombe (1964 ), Liverant (1964 ) , Crandall, Katkov sky and Preston 
(1962 ), Se man (1964 ) ,  Rose (1962 ) ,  Rose, Mcclosky,  Clark , and Meehl 
(1962 ) ,  and Rotter (1959 ) ;  items from questionnaires developed by 
Fromm (1961 ) and Marx (1963 - see study j4L� ), a d  Blauner (1964 ),  and 
standardized cales including the ��enty tatements Test.  The Thematic 
Apperception Test, The Ladder of Satis faction, and the Minnesota 

















Chronological Usage of Standardized Scales by Type 
of Scale and Number of Studies 
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Type of scale 






























*Srole as used here refers only. to those studies that specif­
ically considered his scale a . measure of alienation, three studies in 
the pcpulation, S-2 , S-9 , S-16, considered Srole as a sepa rate 
"anemia " scale. 
The second point of note r�garding th standardized scales is 
their imprecision. Richard Brymer {1967a )  made an extensive exami­
nation of the standardized scales used in research that indicated 
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extensive confusion and discrepancy between what particular scales 
. were intended to· measure and what was -measured in. actuality. 9 
According to Brymer, Srole ' s  "Anomia Sca.lefl gives a joint or "lumped" 
measure of .four dimensions including the - equivalent of Seeman• s power­
lessness, meaninglessness, and isolation (or cultural estrangement), 
and the equivalent of Dean' s  social isolation (1967b:JJ-J4). In spite 
of this heterogeneous content in Srole�s _scale, it has been used to 
measure a multitude of various dimensions: it was used in S-23 as a 
measure of "general alienation; " it was used in S-12 as a measure or 
Seeman ' s "normlessness; " it was _ used in .S.4 as a measure of "des­
pair ; " it was used in S-16 as a measure -a"! "anomia " - here considered 
not to be a dimension alienation, but in ..S-ll it is considered a 
dimension of alienation ; it was used ±n _S-20 as a measure of "social 
alienation; " and in S-1 it is used as A -measure of the combined 
dimensions of powerlessness and normlessness. One would get the 
impression from this brief list that Srole's  scale is capable of 
measuring anything and everything a particular researcher wishes to 
find. 
In discussing Dean 's Scale, Brymer (1967c : J5) notes that its 
separation- into the three dimensions of powerlessness, no1,nlessness, 
and social isolation is misleading. While Dean ' s  measure for power­
lessness seems to correspond closely to the type of attitudinal 
questions (items) used by Seem�n, his normlessness measure seems to 
9see Bryrner (1967 : JJ-38 ) study number one concerning his treat­
ment of st3.ndardized mea sures. 
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more closely parallel what Seeman referred to as meaninglessness. The 
normlessness measure includes two items that correspond to Seaman' s  
concept o f  normlessness, with the result that this dimension in Dean's 
Scale implicitly measures two dimensions in Seaman's concept while 
making only one explicitly apparent. Dean's third dimension, "social 
isolation, " does not measure the objective criterion of social separa­
tion most sociologists seem to consider the hallmark of this dimension, 
b.lt rather feelings of loneliness or friendlessness that are more 
commonly referred to as social-estrangement. 10 In measuring aliena­
tion, Dean's Scale is usually taken at its face value, and analyses 
are made. of the three dimensions as though they were clear-cut. Since 
this is not the case, all analyses done using a dimensional breakdown 
of this scale are somewhat 1n doubt. 
Brymer• s analysis of scales developed by Nettler (1957a :J4) and 
H.ajda (1961 :J? )  is that both measure the equivalent of Seeman's isola­
tion (or cultural-estrangement) in spite of their superficially dif­
ferent composition. How many scales are needed to measure the same 
rlL�ension? As an answer· to this, it seems, many scales have come into 
being, thirty-one or more. Few have found �Tfde-spread usage, perhaps 
indicating some inadequacy in their composition, but even those that 
have been u�ed more frequently lack the quality of precision. 
lOBrymer located two items in this scale that s olicited infor­
mation a.bout a hidden dimension of alienation ., namely future aliena­
tion. 
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The third point, perhap� the most important, is that there is no 
clear relationship between the scales used and a common theoretical 
· base in sociology. The two most often used scales, Dean's  and Srole's, 
are incomplete. Neither provides a coherent, precise, measure of each 
of the five dimens ions proposed by Seeman. Because of this inadequacy, 
many researchers have been forc1ed to piece together their own measures 
of alienation using parts of the more common scales along with their 
own. Studies eleven and fifty-one, for example, use only Dean ' s  
measure for powerlessness, substituting other items for other dimen­
sions . Study twenty-five selected items from Srole and Nettler and 
used them in conjunction with items developed by the author to test 
s ix  dimensions of alienation. This lack of a clear relationship· 
between theoret.ical mode ls and their operationalized fo1"m h.::i.s l�<l tv 
the production of a multitude of scales used to measure a multitude of 
dimensions, none of which are meaningful beyond the particular orien­
tation of each researcher. 
A mistaken assumption frequently made is that when y�u are 
uncertain whether one particular scale is measuring something, you 
need only_ multiply the number of scales used and thereby solve the 
problem. The tn th of the matter is that one imprecise scale is 
neither.improved nor overcome w'i.th the use of other uncertain measur­
ing instruments. It has been demonstrated many times that the use of 
a number of scales in any given study has served only to compound the 
confusion. 
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The test o� the first sub-hypothesis imrolved fottr individual 
considerations . The first was the actual frequency that each dimen­
sion was used. This point was amplified QY noting the d ii'ference 
between the number of times Seeman was referred to and the number or 
times his definition was used. It was suggested that familiarity 
with Seeman, indicated by .references made to him, might influence his 
use and consequently the total usage of the dimensions. Tnis assump­
tion did not appear to have _much merit. 
The second reflection on this hypothesis involved studying the 
actual sources of the concep.t used . Among Seeman's, the author's, and 
a definition dra�"ll from some other source, the author's own attained 
greatest usage with fifty-.three percent. Further consideration of 
this matter was made by observing the extent. to which !!othe:c d.iaan­
sions" and synonyms were also used. After finding that these "other 
dimensions" could not be accounted for by any one or  number of related 
factors, it was concluded that their use was arbitrarily determined 
and their value was in question. Although the synonyms appeared far 
less frequently than "other dimensions, " no evidence was found to 
justify their use. 
A final judgment of the first sub-hypothesis was made through 
an analysis of the use of  standardized scales. The availability of 
scales claiming to be measures of certain dimensions was believed to 
have had a bearing on the frequency that each dimension was studied. 
This assumption was not particularly valid because the authors showed 
no agreement about what these scales  measured. This point is 
evidenced by tbs fact that different authors used the same scale to 
me sure several dimensions. This problem was further complicated by 
the imprecision of the scales. 
It can be concluded that with the exception of the Dean scale, 
the availab;lity of standardized scales had no consistent effect on 
tho relative frequency the Seeman dimension appeared in research. 
Sub-gypothesis Two 
· Given Seeman's specification and definition of the component 
elements of each dimension , one should expect to find these same 
component elements specified in subsequent studies of alienation. 
Seeman•s purpose in proposing a systematic conceptualization was to 
prepare the way for an eventual clarification of the concept of 
alienation by providing a "researchable statement of meaning" for 
each dimension. As presented, each dimension possessed three pa.rts or 
component elements. 11 
The composition of these components provides a standardized 
system of relationships with . inclusive categories that provide a 
systematic method of treating data.. The first component of each 
dimension is concerned with a particular range of expectancies or 
valuation that is versed in social learning terminology. For 
example , powerlessness includes t he negative expectancy of control 
element; meaninglessness , the negative expectancy - lack of 
11see outline of Seaman ' s  conceptualization presented in 
Appendix III , P • 146. 
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understanding eleMent ; nonnlessness, the expectancy of um.pproved 
behavior element ; isolation, the low valuation of society' s  goals 
element ; and self-estrangement, the lack of intrinsic value element. 
This particular range is exclusive for each dim�nsion yet the 
fact that all are considered from a consistent social learning per­
spective means that they can be compared, discussed, or related at 
the same level of interpretation. The second component of each 
dimension specifies the subjective viewpoint of the actor as the 
source of information concerning expectancies, attitudes, and valua­
tions . The third component of each dimension specifies the social 
context in which the individual's feeling of alienation is con­
sidered , that being some group or situation in which the individual 
has �n expect�tion of control or  underst�nding1 etc � It was �ccording 
to this scheme that the second sub-hypothesis, as stated above, was 
operationalized and was researched. 
The evidence relevant to this sub-hypothesis was analyzed 
according to  a procedure developed in a study of conformity and 
independenc e (Jahoda, 1959 :liJ ). The technique merely dichotomizes 
factors so  as to yield a range of types of the phenomenon under 
investi gation . 12 As employed in the present study, this device 
yielded eight distinguishable types or variations of the di.mension 
based upon the use or non-use of the component elements of the dimen­
sion as presented by Seeman. 'lype A, for instance 9 resulted when all 
study. 
12see Appendix VI, p. 164, for specific application in this 
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three of the component elements of the dimension under consideration 
had been identified and used in a study. This meant that in the case 
of powerlessness the author had (1 ) viewed the matter in t erms of a 
negative expectsncy of control, (2 ) focused upon the individual ,  and 
{3 ) adopted a social frame of reference and depicted man's  relation to 
the larger social order. Type B resulted when the first two component 
elements, negative expectancy of control and focus on the individual, 
were used as pa�t of the author ' s  operational definition, but com­
ponent element three was not included.  Type C represented the com­
bined use of component element one (negat ive expectAncy of control) and 
component element three (depiction of man 's  relation to the larger 
social order) and the omission of component element two (focus on the 
individual ) .  Type D, the last on the positive side of the paradigm,  
identifies those usages which included component element one but 
neither component element two nor three. 
Types E through H differed most significantly from those types 
just discussed by being on the negative side of the paradigm .  Hence, 
they share the characteristic of omitting the first component element 
of the dimension. The types are further distinguished according to 
the same r�tiona.le as those on the positive s ide of the paradigm.. 
An exposition and disucssion of the paradigm for each of the 
five dimensions will provide. a picture of the extent to which the 
research conformed to the prescription o fered by Seeman in 1959.  
The resulting types and their magnitude shculd provide the evidence 
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on which changes, either in the form of refinements or reformulations 
of Seeman • s  conceptualization, might be suggested. 
TABLE ? . Paradigmatic Analysis of the Use of Seeman ' s  Component 
Elements of  Powerlessness in Research * 
Component - elements 
Negative expectancy 
of control 
Powerlessness Elements  Used 
Yes 
Focus on the individual 
/ 33/ 
I 311 c:J 
Depiction of man 's 
relation to the 
No 
/ 1 / 
c:J t 1 ] 
larger social order / 14/ / 12/ / - .T I -7 L- I I --7{:;J I 1 / 
Result 
T.tpe 
N = 29 
A B C D E F G 
•Number of studies having two independent tests of  the same 
dimension = 5 .  
H 
TABLE 8. Paradi�natic Analysis or the Use of Seeman• s  Component 
Elements of Meaninglessness in Research * 
Component Elements 
Meaninglessness Elements Used 
Yes 
Negative expectancy 
lack of understanding 
Focus on tha individual 
Depiction of man 's  





·larger social order [3J J.3J l - I c;J err I - / I - /CIJ 
Result types 
N = 11 
A B C D E F G 
*Number of studies having two independent tests of the same 
dimension = 1. 
H 
TABLE 9. Paradigmatic Analys is of the Use of Saeman • s  Component 
Element� of Normlessness in Research* 
Component elements 
Expectancy of 
un pproved behavior 
Focus on the individual 
Normlessness Elements- Used 
Yes 
Cf§] 





Depiction of man' s 
relation to the 
larger social ord r C[J ( 13/ {:;J {:;J L--=7 c:;:J [:;JJIJ 
Results 
Type A B C D E F G 
*Number of studies having two independent test of the same 
dimension = 3. 
H 
TABLE 10. Paradigmatic Analysis of the Us of Seeruan•s Component 
Elements of l0olation in &search* 
Component elements 
I.ow valuntion of 
society• s goals 
Focus on the individual 
Isolation Elements Used 
Yes 
CD 





Depiction of man ' s relation 
to the larger 
. social order / 3 / / 4 / / - / / 1 / / 1 / / - T! - I {I] 
Results 
Type 
N = 8 
A B C D E F G 
*N--.nnber of studies having two independent tests of the same 
dimension = 2. 
H 
TABIE 11. Para.digma tic �i.lysis of the Use of Seontan • s Component 
Elentents of Self-Estrangement in Research* 
Component elements 
La.ck of intrinsic value 
Focuo on the individual 
Dep:tction of man ' s  
rel tion to the 







larger social o rder / 3 / / 6 T I - I I - I ( - I l -- I - Ir.:.;:} 
Results 
Type 
N = 7 
A B C D E F G 
*Number of studies having two independent tests of the same 
dL"llens ion = 2 • 
H 
. The powerles sness dimens ion included twenty-nine studies whose 
. various usages of Seeman •s  component elements resulted in three types 
being represented, types A, B, and H. The magnitudes for the three 
types were fourteen, nineteen , and one, respectively. Insofar as the 
term �ras research d, the component elements of powerlessness found 
ample_ inclusion (see Table 7).  Particularly consistant is thG fre­
quency with which component elements one and two are used. However,  a 
sign..,_ficant exception is represented in the nineteen type B' s who 
failed to confor.rr1 on th third component element. This means that 
only fourteen 0£ tw nty-nine who studied this dimension conformed to 
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Seaman ' s · prescription entirely. This raises the question o! the actual 
scope of the individual's negative expectancy of control of behavioral 
outcomes . Is the scope of expectancy for. contro"i to be ll.m.ited to a 
specified group or situation in which the individual actually perceives 
an expectancy - of control · (type -A) or should it pertain to general 
feelings toward life or society � g�neral without specifying a more 
limited context (type B) ? Soma .researchers specified the £ormer view, 
some the latter, and five used both in conjunction by using two inde­
pendent tests of the same dimension , one broad in scope, and one 
restricted to a very specific _set of socinl relations. 
The results of . the meaninglessness dimension presented in 
Table 8 indicate that carefu.l �onsideration was given to following 
Seeman 1 s suggested component elements. Only two studies appear on the 
E through H side o_f the paradigm., while ten make up types A and B on 
the A through D side . Here again one of the eleven studies made two 
independent tests of the dimens.ion. 
A similar pattern is accorded the normlessness dimension {see 
Table 9 ). From a total of eighteen users, seven conform to type A, 
thirteen type B, and one type H, with three studies performing two 
independent tests on nonnlessness. 
Social isolation was studied eight of fi.fty-one times (see 
Table 10). Ex:cept for the fact that the dimension received less 
application in research, its usage was not appreciably different from 
the three already mentioned. Types A and B had the highest :frequencies 
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with three and four respectively , while types D, E, and H had one 
study each. Independe_nt · tests of isolation· _were · made · by two studies. 
The self-estrangement dimension found usage in research, 
although it concerned only seven studies (see Table 11) .  ·Types A and 
B are the only two tha.t are represented, with three of type A tabu- · 
l1 ted and six of type B. 
A summary of the findings here indicates immediately a con­
centration in types A and B. Together these two types contain the 
vast majority of �he eight possible types. One can conclude that 
insofar as researchers have studied these dimensions, their defi­
nitions included the same component elements identified by See��n. 
There is , however , one deviation which requires explanation. This 
1s the greater frequency of type B than type A. · 
TABLE 12. Unified Paradigm of Seaman 's  Five Dimensions 
of Alienation Used in Research 
Combined type totals 
for the five 
dimensions / 32/ I 471 I O I I 1 /. / 2 I [:§J [:§J crJ 
A 
Number of studies = ?J 
Total number of types = 8J. 
B C D E F G 
The difference (13 ) is a function of thirteen studies having two 
independent tests for the same dimension. • 
H 
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The f4ct that type B is greater than type A seems to depend 
on what Saeman ·intended by "depiction of man's relation_ to tho larger 
social order . " Som authors have considered this component from the 
standpoint of. whether or not they should use type A or type B. There 
are also some who used one component. without consideration of its 
specific meaning. Stil� others, when considering the problem, said in 
effect that one must use designate A, that is, one must specify a 
particular group in which expectancies might exist before that 
expectation can be measured. Seeman himself uses both, but has a 
tendency to use type B more fre�ly. The result of these different 
interpretations has left the third component element in a decidedly 
unsettled state. 
Sub-Hypothesis Three 
Independence � Di.�ensions 
Follo ng the five dimensional conceptualization proposed by 
Seeman, one should expect to find a relationship of independence 
between the respective dimensions in subsequent studies. 
Tho determination of this hypothesis depends upon the meaning 
of "independence. " A di.�ension is treated independently if it is 
used soparataly and if its content is sufficiently distinct from 
another category or dimension to warrant separate treatment, i. e .  
it cannot adequately b e  treated by lu.�ping it together with several 
other dimensions. 
TABLE lj. �\unber of Times �ch of Seeman• s Dimensions is Treated 
Independently and is Found With One to Four Other 
Dimensions That Are . Also Treated Independently 
Separate With 1 With 2 With J With 4 
Dimension (n)  treatment other others others oth�rs 
Powerlessness Jl 5 13 6 4. 3 
Meaninglessness 12 0 .2 4 3 ) 
Nonnlessness 21 0 J3 4 6 J 
Isolation lJ 1 ""J. J 5 3 
Self-
estrangement 8 0 1) 2 3 
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they were successfully used independently in research. An examina­
tion or Table lJ and Appendix Vll, p.  166, will indicate that Seema.n's 
five dimensions have been success.fu.lly used in research in an inde­
pendent fashion. Powerlessness was treated as an independent dimen­
sion in thirty-one studies, meaninglessness in twelve s nonnlessness - in 
twenty-one, isolation in thirteen, and self-estrangement in eight. 
In five of the studies in which Seaman's dimensions were given 
independent treatment, two or more dimensions were also lumped 
together in a fashion that indicated the presence of some common 
characteristic. These are listed in Table 14. No explanation is 
given for the lu.,�ping of dimensions in study thirty-nir1e. In study 
seventeen powerlessness and meaninglessness were considered as a 
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common indication of "helplessness. " Powerlessness, meaninglessness 
�nd no:rmlessness were cons.idered "attitudes of incapa.bili ty" in a 
theoretical dichotomy developed by Olsen (1965a) (S-21) ; normlessness 
is treated as an aspect of isolation in Blauner (1964a) (S-6); and 
meaninglessness and isolation are applied in conjunction in Hagedorn 
(1968 ) (S-8 ) .  
TABLE 14. Number of Times Two or More of Seeman' s Dimensions 
Are lumped Together Under a Common Characteristic 
Study number - Dimensions 
S-39 Powerlessness-normlessne-ss (one item) 
Pt)t,!� �1 A q a �o a q _ � � , ��o e+�������+ ( .... � ft  -1 + �- ' ,..., ... '-' ,.. ,.,."'".,, .. , 
Nonnlessness-isolation (one item ) 
S-17 Powerlessness-meaninglessness (helplessness) 
S-21 Powerlessness-meaninglessness- (attitudes ot 
nonnlessness incapability) 
S-8 Meaninglessness-isolation (applied in 
conjunction) 
S-6 Normlessness-isolation (isolation) 
The fact that several studies have lumped two or more dimen­
sions in a single category would be considered an indication of a 
weakness  in Seaman' s conceptualization, but only if the lumped cate­
gory were to be the result of the application of a correct formulation 
of Seaman' s  conceptualization in empirical research. Since none of 
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these studies have performed this necessary testing prooess,  their 
categories may be regarded as unique theo retical formulations.  This 
is not meant to imply that common characterirlies could not be 
uncovered in Seeman's dimensions, only that the presence or such 
characteris�ics must rest upon empirical evidence. 
One indication of the interdependence �£ -various dimensions may 
be determined by a factor analysis of  the relative eontent of  each 
dimension. Several examinations have considered this problem of 
inter-correlation of dimensions . Neal and .Rettig (196Ja ) reported 
that anomia, powerlessness 9 and normlessness constituted o rthogo�.a1 
dimensions. "The findings provided empirical support £or Seeman's  
argument for the conceptual independence 0£ alter.native meanings of  
alienation • • •  " (N�al �nd Rettig, 196Jb :608 ). A . J� correlation was 
reported by Dean (1961) for �nomia and normlessness as well as a high 
correlation of .41-. 67 for powerlessness, normlessness,  and social 
estrangement; a . 33 correlation was reported by Seeman (1964) for 
anomia and powerlessness; and a . Jl correlation was reported by 
Nettler (1957b) for anemia and cultural estrangement. 
Middleton (196Ja : 97J-974) made an examination of the cor­
relation of six dimensions of alienation .  The six dimensions include 
Seema.n' s  five, powerlessness, meaninglessness . nonnlessness , "cultural 
estrangement" (isolation) , "est�angement from work" (Seeman's self­
estrangement) , and social estrangement (derived from Josephson, Dean, 
Nisbet, Pappenheim, Grodzins , and Townsend). 
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One of Middleton's conclusions is the degree of interrelated­
ness of the six dimensions used in research : "With tha exception o� 
cultural estrangemel'lt, the association between each type of alienation 
and· each other type is moderately strong , with Q ' s  ranging from .46 to 
.81. As expected, cultural estrangement is not highly correlated with 
other variants of alienation; the only statistically s ignificant rel.a.­
tion is with normlessness, and even here the Q is relatively low . J1. 
The type _ or alienation most highly correlated with the other types is 
estrangement from work. This suggests that it may indeed be a u.s e.fu.l. 
. L"ldex to self-estrangement, if, as Marx and Fromm have maintained, 
"self-estrangement is at the core of the phenomenon of alienation 
(Middleton, 196Jb :975 ) .  
that : nThese inter-correlations would seem to indicate that there is 
some degree of empirical overlap between the various operationali­
zations of alienation and its sub-types. The fact that none of the 
· correlations is very high, however, would also indicate that there is 
considerable room for independent variance. "  And further ( Brymer, 
1967e :4J) that, "Of the various types of alienation, it would appear 
from both an empirical and an operational point of view that the See­
man variant of isolation - or cultural estrangement of Middleton, or 
alienation of Nettler and Hajda - is perhaps the most s eparable and 
distinct element. " 
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Simmons (1966a :J?O) (S-4) examined the relatio��bip or eight 
variables or concomitants of alienation : "�orm.lessness �  powerless­
ness, social isolation; despair, misanthropy, low sel.r�esteem, life 
dissatisfaction, and attitude uncertainty. "  These are e:,m.mined in 
terms of  their degree of relatedness versus their independenee by U$8 
of Dean ' s  scale , Srole's scale, Rosenberg's scale, and several scales 
developed by the author. A . 53 correlation was obtained for power­
lessness and normlessness, possibly indicating a mo.re general subjec­
tive sense of a c_ircu.mseribed opportunity structure. Since the 
article is very short, the exact components of the dimensions tested 
are not given, nor are there examples of the types of questions which 
were asked to determine the presence of a particul.ar dimension ; how-
ever : - �An overall appraisal oi the table would ·seem to suggest 
there is a modest but pervasive interrelation3hip among t he eight 
variables. This suggests that there might exist a general personality 
pattern or syndrome running from 'complacency' to 'disturbance !.  How­
ever , it should also be noted that the scales still display a large 
measure of independent variation" (Simmons, 1966b:J?l). 
The essent ial concern of a study done by Neal and Rettig  (1967a : .  
55) (S-2) is to detennine the relationship of various dimensions of 
alienation uc ed in researche Several of  the authors• conclusions are 
. worthy of note here : ''While there is a growing literature on the 
empirical measurement of different aspects of  alienation, very little 
has been done to empirically delineate multidimensional structures of 
alienation. Yet delineating such structures seems necessary for 
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effective usage of the alienation framework i-n sociological research. " 
"The methodological - and theoretical issues i.-ri -the generality-versus­
separability of alienation construct cannot _be definitively settled by 
particular methods of data analysis alone. They must be related to 
the particular context of alienation resaareh and the current pro­
liferation of conceptual schemes and modes of data analysis. It 
opposing conclusions are reached through the .use af alternative 
methodological procedures, it does not mean that --one approach is a 
misapplication and an�ther is technically correct. Instead, the 
adherence ot data to different operatioruil ..-criteria are more likely 
to be involved. 
"As guidelines for alienation research� ·we suggest the criteria : 
(1 )  that each aliena�ion construct have a single , identifiable 
referent; (2) that researchers operationa.liz� -their concepts and 
assume responsibility for showing the congruence of their concepts 
with empirical referents; and ( 3 )  that the alienation constructs be 
· related empi�lcally to either their generative social conditions or 
their social consequenc_es " (Neal and Kettig, 1967b :61-62). 
"While the present study indicates the separability as wall as 
th� relatedne� s  of alien�tion measures, the research of others has 
often . led to different conclusions • • • •  Taken collectively, these 
unidimensional studies of alienation differ in research objective , in 
assumptions about alienation , and in operational c riteria" (Neal and 
Rettig, 1967c :62 ) .  
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"In the absence of a greement on the meanings of the major 
variables involved, alienation research, taken collectively, manifests 
a series or discrete and unrelated studies, rather than cu...""llUlative 
additions to a coherent body of empirically verified propositionsn 
(Neal and Rettig, 196?d :63 ) .  
As Neal and Rettig have indicated, much research bas been done 
concerning the inter-correlation of  Seeman ' s  dimensions . Yet most or 
these st�dies have been rendered inadequate by the methods or scales 
used in the examination .  
The inter-correlation of  Seaman's dimensions has been inade­
quately tested by empirical re�earch. No empirical treatment has been 
used to justify the lumping of several dimensions into a single cate­
gory. And the five dimensions have · been used extensively and inde­
pendently in research. From this, it must be concluded that research 
has not yet indicated that Seaman's five dimensions are anything 
other than independent categories. 
Congruence of Assumptions 
Sub-!fypothesis Four 
Given the relationship of theory and research as applied in 
this .study, one should expect Seeman 's  assumptions as to the nature 
of alienation (as a social psychological phenomenon)  and its treatment 
(in social learning terms) to be followed in subsequent research. 
Seeman• s  basic assumptions about the nature and treatment of 
alienation are that ·1t should focus upon "the personal standpoint of 
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· the actor" (the social-psychological point of view) a.nd that it can 
adequately be treated by casting each dimension in terms of expectancy 
and reward, or reinforcement value {Seeman, 1959b :784). To the extent 
that subsequent studies have followed these two assumptions, they have 
confonned to the relationship between theory and research as applied in 
this study. 
All but two of the . fifty-one studies included in the sample 
focus upon the personal standpoint of the actor by soliciting the 
individual 's  feel.ings on attitudinal questionnaires. The other two 
seek to measure alienation in tenns of criteria that are observabl� 
to the researcher (e. g. , social isola.tion may be determined by the 
number of groups an individual participates in ). Of further note 
here is that ten of the forty-nine studies which obtain empirical 
information from the individual also involve determinations by the 
researcher as to objective indications of alienation. The percentages 
of these three treatments of objective versus subjective data are 
giv en in the follo1rl.ng ·table. 
The indications of Table .15 are that Seaman's  focus on the 
individual has generally . been followed in research and it is of 
further note that a researcher 's  objective interpretations of a 
situation or of an individual's behavior are seldom made �1-thout 
congr�ent studies determining the individual's attitudes of the same 
situations. 
Table 16 is a ·breakdoWT1 of the subjective versus objective 
treatment given by those studies which specify Seeman as their 
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conceptual base. All of the studies  indicate acceptance of the focus 
upon the individual ;  none trea-t alienation solely from the researcher ' s  
point o f  view and only two involve the use of some form of objective 
data. It is the consensus of the data presented in Tablas 15 and 16 
that this assumption of Seeman has been adequately used in research. 
TABLE 15. Focus Upon the Individual in Research Studies 
Focus 
Subjective view of the individual 
Obj ective view of the researcher 
f'l- - '-.1 -- ..+-..t --- -� _,. '!... -t - .- + .t  •• - ......... � 
._,Vlll U..\.UCI. "'.I.V U, V.t. oi:) "- U "' <:;H.; tJ.L. Y Q 0.,H\A 
objective views 
Total 






The extent to which subsequent research has followed Seeman ' s  
second assumption is indicated by Tables 17 and 18. Table 17 , p .  88 , 
is a tab.llation of the number of studies which use social learning 
concepts to describe the nature of alienation . Some examples of this 
are : · Seeman's own research (S-3, S-12, S-16, S-22 9 and S-4J ) ;  Whyte•s 
study (S-30 ) which conceives of behavior being goal oriented �nd based 
upon expectations ; Jackson' s  study (S-Jl) which discusses internal and 
external expectancies of control ; Empey and Iubeck • s  study (S-41) 
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which views alienation in terms of anticipations and expectations ; 
study (S-49 ) w�ich is a treatment of the social learning process ; 
Bickford' s s_tudy- {S-.50) which views alienation in terms of expecta­
tions , goals, and values; and Phot iadis's study (S-51) which treats 
the internalization of values and norms. 
TABLE 16. Studies that Specify the Use of Seeman and 
Focus on the Individual in Research Studies 
Focus 
Subjective view of the individual 
Objective v�ew of the researcher 
















TABLE 17 . Usage of Social .Learning Terminology to  Describe 
the Phenomenon of Alienation 
In general In social In In political 
sample psycholo 6'f" sociolo g,y  science psychology 
22/51 16/22 5/21 0/4  1/J 
4J% 73% 24(1_ oi 33% 
In education In research begun In research begun In studie that 
prior to 1960. post 1959 specify use of 
Seeman' s scheme 
0/1 4/12 18 /39 17 /22 
0� 33% 46� 81% 
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TABLE 18. Schemes Used in the 51 Sample Studies to Describe 





Status and role 
Emotional characteristics 
Implicit in scale usage 
Other social psychological 
Behavioral patterns 
Content analysis 
Not otherwise determinable 
Total 

























In the general sample, only 42 perc ent of the studies follow the 
social learning conceptualization of alienation. This indicates that 
Seema n ' s  second assumption has not been consistently followed in 
r esearch. Several further breakdowns of this information help clarify 
the factors relating to tht use of the social learning explanation of 
alienation. One would expect a grea tar frequency of usage of' the 
social learning approach in .those' studies classified as social psy­
chological in orientation than those having some other o·rientation. 
And indeed, th:i.s is the case. 
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Seventy-three  percent of all social psychological s tudies used 
this approach, twenty-four percent of the sociology studies used . this 
approach, none were used in political science, and only one in psy­
chology. It appears from these data th.at there is a general usage or 
Seaman ' s  second assumption, as would be expected, in the social psy­
chological orientation. Eighty-one -percent of the studies which 
specify Seeman as  their theoretica.l. _source also e mploy social learning 
terminology in their own treatment of the nature of alienation. 
Furthermore, it appears as  though a general increase  in the use or 
Seeman ' s  second assumption is indicated by the higher percenta ge or 
studies which began research after 1959 and used the social learning 
approach, 46i (for post 1959) versus 33� (for pre 1960) .  
Although Seaman ' s  second assumption has not achieved general 
' consideration in the sample , no other single perspective has been 
given as much treatment. As . Table 18 indicates ,  of ten categorized 
approaches, social learning was used in 4')%, social structural in 22i, 
emot ional-psychological in 6i, and miscellaneous ones in JO%. These 
data - do not change the conclusion stated above that Seeman' s  s econd 
assu.mp-tion has not found general use .  It only indicates that in a 
sample of studies on alienation using a diversity of assumptions, 
social-learning terminology h£s been most frequently used. 
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Evidence Relating to all Four Sub-fu:potheses 
Ina�eguacies Attri�ted to Seeman•s Conceptualization · 
Several studies included in the population discussed their 
reasons for not using Seeman•s conceptualization 1n their research due 
to its inherent inadequacies. Several others used Seaman's scheme but 
also found it inadequate 1n one way or another. 
Those studies which did . not use Seeman because it was found 
inadequate include Dyson (1964a ) (S-15 ) ,  Horton (1960a ) (S-18 ), 
Olsen (1965b) (S-21),  Hajda (1961a ) (S-28),  Couch (1966a ) (S-45) , and 
Tavis (1969a ) (S-48) .  The reasons given vary, but they all have one 
thing in common : none give empiTical treatment in support. of their 
contentions ., Seeman is found theoretically unsuited to test the 
"essential" dirnension o f  alienation or is found unrelated to the 
particular situation being considered by the author and no further 
explanation is given. The following discussions of  these five 
studies will bear this out. 
Dyson (1964b :4 ) (S-15) finds Seaman 's  conceptualization 
inadequate because it does not treat distinct behavioral patterns, 
something that he feels is essential : "Yet it is obvious that these 
inner feelings (Seeman ' s  five dimensions) do not set up an analytical 
scheme in that they do not provide exclusive categories 0£ things • • • • 
It is sounder and certainly more manageable, to treat dissimilar 
behavior patterns as distinct phenomena, rather than as different 
manifestations of one phenomenon. In spite of his rejection of 
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Seeman • s  conceptualization , Dyson does not show that his proposed 
substitution or three behavioral patterns (apathy, discontent, and 
dissidence) in any way - provides A system of more coherent, research­
able statements or meaning. In fact, he summarizes his study with the 
statement that his findings "would generate little co�troversy• and 
do not go tar beyond what "common _sense would suggest" (Dyson, 1964c : 
260).  
Horton ( 1960b :44) (S-18) .finds Seeman inadequate because his 
conceptualizatio� blurs the all important distinction between "psy­
chological" and "sociological" alienation. Powerlessness , isolation, 
meaninglessness, and self-estrangement, Horton says , "refer to psy­
chological manifestations of some socially structured strain. " 
Seeman·s normlessness, however , is viewed as ::not alienation but 
rather a problem-solving response to alienation, which is a type of 
psychological frustration or strain" (Horton ,  1960c :44). He further 
defines "real alienation" as an objectively determinaele condition and 
"psychological alienation" as a subjective condition (Horton, 1960d : 
46 ). 
It is perhaps significant that Horton ' s  research was completed 
before Seaman' s  article �s published,  the result being that Horton 
had no oppo�nity to test the empirical usefulness of Seeman • s  
conceptualization before constructing his own research approach. Yet 
to propose the rejection of Seeroan ' s  work on the basis of  the social­
psychological dichotomy seems rather arbitrary. 
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Olsen (1965c : 25- 28) (S-21) finds Seeman •s  conceptualization 
partially iruldequate on the basis or its social learning perspective 
(expectancies and valuation). To overcome this problem, he re-casts 
each of Seaman' s  dimensions in social-interaction terminology. To 
overcome possible confusion with other dimensions of alienation, he 
re-labels Seeman • s  normlessness as "guidelessness" and isolation as 
"cultural estrangement. " The high correlation reported between 
Seaman' s  powerlessness, meaninglessness, and normlessness, is taken as 
an indication that the three should be treated in conjunction as a 
measure of "attitudes of incapability. nl3 He further finds Seaman's 
conceptualization inadequate to explain the essential dichotomy 
between (a ) forced alienation that is a consequence of conditions, 
explain this d1.chotomy, Olsen finds it necessary to propose three new 
di.'llensions : dissimilarity, dissatisfaction, and disillusionment. In 
this case, Seeman was found inadequate for the approach the author 
, chose to uso and a new concept was proposed for general usage. Since 
Olsen ' s  research was begun in 1957 it is unlikely that Seaman' s con­
ceptualization could have been found adequate to categorize data that 
were already collected under some other research structure • 
. Hajda (1961b) (S-28 ) reg rds Seaman ' s  conceptualization of the 
isolation dimension as "too narrow, 11 i'eeling that Seeman chose to 
13see discussion of study 21 or Olsen, 1965 :Jl-J). 
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limit the application of this dimension to intellectuals. This is not 
the cas.e," however. Seeman (1959 :788 ) mentions in his discussion or 
"isolation" that its "usage is most common in descriptions o! the 
intellectual role, " but he does not limit its use to the "intellectual 
type . " Hajda ' s �hole stu� is an attempt to prove that intellectuals 
may or may not be isolated, and that nonintellectuals can be isolated 
as well, i.e . ,  it is based on a misinterpretation of Seaman's con­
ceptualization. Ha.jda' s research was completed prior to the publi­
cation of Seeman ; hence it cannot be considered as an invalidation of 
Seemsn based upon empirical res�arch. 
Couch (1966b:225 ) (S-45) finds Seeman • s  dimensions vague and 
their composition illogical: "Seeman specifies five meanings for the 
·term alienation. One of these is ' seli'-estrangement e ' YAt. AvAn ct A1 ,._ 
estrangement ,  or sa1£-alienation, appears to be vague and difficult to 
measure.  fut it does appear possible to conceptualize and measure 
• attachment to •  or ' alienation (estrangement ) from• statuses assigned 
by others. " · · After dismissing Seeman 's . dimensions as difficult . to 
measure, Couch proceeds to use. selected items from the Dean scale as a 
measure of alienation . Yet Dean's scale is also used by others to 
measure several of Seaman's dimensions . 14 While dismissing Seeman as 
un.'Ueasurea_ble 9 Couch makes no empirical attempt to measure Seeman •  s 
se�f-estrangement, and hence, cannot be certain whether the difficulty 
is merely an "appearance" or a "reality. " 
· 141.e . ,  powerlessness and normlessness ; s�e for exampls S-1, 
S-42, and S-51. 
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Teviss (1969b :46 ) (S-48 ),  by treating written matter as evi­
dence of alienation, seems to depart from the subjective perspective 
of the individual that is an essential component of Seeman' s  defi­
nition. For this rsason, perhaps, Seeman's conceptualization could 
have been of little  use to Taviss. However, she chooses to excuse her 
decision not to use Seeman by referring to its "!Si hoc" nature : 
"th9ugh Seema.n's variants of alienation (1959 ) include conceptions 
of self- and social-alienation, an attempt to overcome the � �  
nature of Seaman' s  pres entation eliminates the self-estrangement com­
ponent ( �owning, et al o , 1961 )." No empirical data are given to 
support this sweeping conclusion. 
Those studies which purport to use Seema.n' s  bas ic scheme in 
research , yet find it in some way inadequate include Brymer (1967f) 
( S-1 ),  Blauner (1964a ) (S-6),  Middleton (1963 ) ·(s-34), and Photiadis 
(S-51 ) .  Generally, these researchers hope to improve or  modify Sea-
man's conceptualization to expand its coverage or adapt it to a par-
ticular s tuation. 
�flllel:4 (1967g :38 ) (S-1)  chooses not to follow Seema.n' s  con-
ceptualization explicitly because there is no adequate operationali­
zation of it avail ble for his use. He notes that Se ✓man's own 
research studies (to date ) do not involve the subjective determination 
of a person ' s  realm. of expectancy before solicittng hts general 
fevlings . Bryme� also finds it desirable to measure several dimen­
sions not eovered by Seeman, including "despair, " 91sa.tisfaction w th 
the present ," and "outlook for the future . "  
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Blauner (1964b:16 ) (S-6 ) found Seeman•s definition inadequate 
mainly .because of the particular situation he chose to study : "I ha.ve 
made a rather free adaptation of his discussion redefining a. number of 
his categories so that they better fit the industrial situation. an 
applic�tion Seeman does not himself make. " Only four instead of five 
of Seaman 's  dimensions are used in order to .conform to the author's 
perception of four "dichotomies or fragmentations " existing in the 
industrial setting : 1 )  subject-object (powerlessness ) ;  2 )  p�rt-whole 
(meaninglessness)_ ; 3 ) individual-social (social isolation ) ;  and 4)  
present-future (self-estrangement) ,  which equate to  Blauner's perceived 
spli t in_ the organic relationship of man and existential experience 
( Blauner, 1964c :32 ) .  The meaninglessness dimension is used to cats-
gorii,;a som" aspec Ls of Seeman i s normlessness thereby preserving thn 
four dichotomies, and "social isolation, " while being credited to 
Seeman, does not follow Seema.n's definition of "isolation. " 
After establishing the above theoretical base for analyzing 
. the presence of alienation in the "technological environment , " 
Blauner makes a comparative study of data gathered under several 
differing theoretical bases. 15 Unfortunately, the incongruence of the 
data collection processes has led to an incongru nee of the kind of 
information produced , and Blauner is forced to depart from or modify 
l5 "Some limitations of this study should be emphasized . There 
was no overall resear�h design applied to the four indust�ies which 
would have assured precisely equivalent materials for each case" 
( Blauner 1964 :13 ). 
his own theoretical base in order to present the material in a some­
what consistent fashion. 
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While Bla.uner seeks to apply his four categories to each of 
four industrial situation� considered, some information in one cate­
gory may consist of empirical data while in others it may not. ·ltor 
example , while meaninglessness is cons idered as a dimension in all 
four situations, empirical data are available only for the chemical 
factory. Information on the meaninglessness cate gory for the other 
three industries consists of the author ' s  own observ·ations , i. e. 9 an 
inferred s ituation of meaninglessness. Another exception that he 
makes is in his operationalization of meaninglevsness and social 
isolation in the printing industry. Regardless of his previous 
decis ion to treat normlessness as an aspect of meaninglessness  
(Blauner , 1964d:1J ) ,  Blauner decides to discuss social isolation in 
terms of the norms and standards agreed upon within the industry 
(1964e :49 }. This usage would parallel the meanings given to Seeman • s  
normlessness and isolation, respectively. 
Although Seeman•s conceptualiza�ion is found inadequate on the 
basis of both the number of  dimensions and their component elements , 
Blaur1er is unable to consistently apply his own proposed modification 
of Seeman because it does not fit the data he is usinge 
· Middleton (196Jb :974) (S-34) chooses to use Seeman's conceptu­
alization with the renaming of one dimension ., the substitution of on , 
and the addition of 2nother. Isolation is renamed "cultural estrange­
ment ; 11 "estrangement from work " is substituted for self-estrangement; 
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and "social estrangement" is added to the list. Isola-tion is renamed 
to avoid confusion with other terms. Estrangement from work is sub­
stituted for self-estrangement because the former is "one or the 
oldest themes in the literature of alienation" and is identical in 
meaning to the latter, while the latter is actually "as broad as the 
concept of human nature. " Social estrangement is included for the 
sake of thoroughness, and is justified by its high correlation to 
other dimensions and its frequent usage by other researchers . 
Photiadis .(197l b :2J) (S-51) acknowledged that Seeman' s  con­
ceptualization is "the most often used" but decided not to use it 
because a preliminary interview indicated "that other components were 
more appropriate for the present problem. " These other components 
include a measure of ttbewildennent and confusion" { Rose 1 1962 ) ;  a 
measure of "subjective reflection of participation in the social 
system" (need inviolacy) , and anemia (Srole, 1956 ) .  The exact state­
ments encountered i.� the preliminary interview are not given in this 
study; however, Photiadis (197lc :24 )  indicates that "even businessmen 
who did not feel powerless to improve their businesses or cope with 
modern changes , o�ten indicated that they felt bewildered or confus ed 
whenever ·they tried to pinpoint what was going on in business and 
society in general . "  Exactly how one is to differentiate between this 
dimension of "bewilderment and confusion" and Seeman•s me&ninglessness 
is not discussed by Photiadis. It is also impossible to differentiate 
these two dimensions on the basis of the questions asked , e . g. ,  "I 
don't know who is to blame when things go wrong in the business world 
today" (for bewildennent and confusion /Fhotiadis 197ld :247) and - , -
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"Things· have become so complicated in the world today that I really 
don ' t  understand ju�t what is going on" (for meaninglessness 
LGottleib , 1969 :10§.7). In spite of this close s imilarity between 
"meaninglessne_ss "  and ,.bewilderment and confusion, '' .Photiadis does not 
indicate why the latter is "more appropriate" t�..an the forme1"'. 
Furthermore, the relationship of the other two ''more appropriate " 
dimensions to his concept is not given. To t he contrary, Srole ' s  
scale is sometimes used as a measure for normlessness. 16 
These summaries of inadequacies found in Seeman • s  work do not 
include all of the variations found in the sample ; nevertheless,  they 
do give an indication of the treatment the problem has received. It 
should be noted here that although Seeman i s �o:rmulation is expected to 
be inadequate 1.� some respects, indiscriminate ·modification, exclusion, 
or substitution of it does not aid conceptual clarity. 
Temporal Examination of the Usage £! Seeman• s Conceptualization 
It is expected that reference to See man•s conceptualization and 
its actual use in gathering empirical data . should occur �th increasing 
frequency through time , assuming that the conceptualization has been 
found adequate. The reason for this expectation is that sociologists 
would gain greater understanding of Seaman's work as it comes under 
increased analysis and use within the discipline of  sociology. 
l6sae studies S-12 and S-J4. 
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Tables have been prepared to indicate the number of times See­
man 's conceptualization was used or referred to on the basis of the 
year the empirical data were gathered , the year the study was pub­
lished, and the disciplinary orientation or the study • 
. A total of twelve s�udies that. were published a.rt.er December, 
1959, but whose empirical research was begun prior to 1959, we�e 
included in the population. or these twelve, nine made eferance to 
. Seeman and three involved Seaman ' s  conceptualization in the data 
analysis. 1? Since much of the empirical data was gathered in these 
three studies prior to the publ�cation of Seem.an•s work , there is no 
direct correspondance between the kinds of questions that were asked 
in the field nd the kinds of answers tha_t were given in the theo­
retical application. Since all twelve studies were publish�d �fter 
1959, it is legitimate that they make note of Seaman's work. 
From the total of 51 studies in the sample, thirty-eight (?5%) 
ma.de reference to Seeman's work and twenty-o·ne (41%) actually used 
Seeman in their research and analysis (See Table 2). As will be noted 
from Table 19 there is a general increase in both the number of times 
Seeman's conceptualization is referred to or used in research.  The 
rise in the number of studies (n ) included after 1959, and their 
decline after 1967 , correspond to the time-lag between empirical 
resea.rch and publication. If one focuses upon those studies th.at 
17 These three include S-6 (research begun in 1947 ) ,  S-1? , and 
S-19 (research begun . in 1959 ) .  
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were researched after 1959, an even high�r percentage are found to use 
Seeman •s conceptualization in research (51i versus 41�} , while at the 
same time the references to Seeman remain at a nearly constant level 
(about 1si> . 
By further refining the data - by specifying the disciplinary 
orientation used in the study - we note that 50% of those studies in 
sociology or social psychology whose research was begun after 1959 use 
Seeman •s conceptualization. Twenty-seven percent in sociology alone 
used Seeman, 71� :1n social psychology, and J3i in political science. 18 
One usage of Seeman was reported 1n the field of education and none 
were rep9rted in psychology. 
The conclusions of these data are that Seeman • s  concept is the 
primary one used in social psychology and that it has gained wide 
acceptance in sociology and political science as well. While it is not 
the only conceptualization of alienation that 1has been used, however, 
it seems to be the predominant one followed in this population by 
Dean, Srole, and Rose. · 
18 Refer to Tables 20-24. 
Pre Seeman 
Sub total 
TABIE 19. Temporal Cha.rt of the Usage of Seaman' s  
Conceptualization by Year 
Year (n) Seeman Noted Seeman Used 
194? 1 l 1 
1952 1 ·1 0 
1954 - 1 ·1 0 
1957 2 2 0 
19.58 2 1 0 
1959 5 ) 2 
12 9 3 
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Post Seeman (Seema.n ' s  artiele published in late 1959) 
1960 l 0 0 
1961 0 0 0 
1962 5 J 2 
1961 8 ? 
1 otJ:. .5 4 3 ... ,, '-"  J 
196.5 5 2 1 
1966 6 5 4 
1967 5 5 4 
1968 2 2 0 
1969 2 ·1 1• 
1970 0 0 0 
Sub tota.l 39 29 20 ;1i used 
Totals (n ) 51 (noted) 38 (used) 21 
41% used 
*Seeman ie noted only in S-48 but is used in S-50 . 
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TABLE 20. Temporal Chart of the Usage or Seaman' s  Conceptualization 
in Sociology and Social Psychology 
Pre Seeman Year {n) Seeman Noted Seeman Used 
1947 1 1 1 
1952 1 -i 1 
1957 2 '2 0 
19.58 2 1 0 
1959 4 2 1 
Sub total 10 7 3 
Post Saeman 
1960 l X) 0 
1961 0 �o 0 
1962 3 ·1 l 
1963 7 7 5 
1964 5 4 2 
1965 3 1 0 
1966 4 4 3 
1967 5 5 4 
1968 . 2 2 0 
1969 2 1 1 
1970 0 0 0 
Sub total 32 26 16 50% used 
Totals (n) 42 (noted)  32 (used) 19 
TABIE 21. Temporal Chart of the Usa of Seema.n's 
Conceptualization in Sociology 
Pre Seeman Year (n) Seeman Noted Seeman Used 
1957 2 2 0 
19.58 1 l 0 
1959 3 1 0 
Sub total 6 4 0 
Post Seeman 
1960 1 0 0 
1961 0 0 0 
1962 2 0 0 
1963 4 4 3 
1964 1 .0 0 
1965 3 1 0 
1966 0 0 0 
196? 2 2 l 
1968 1 1 0 
1969 1 ·1 0 
1970 0 0 0 
Sub total 15 9 4 




TABLE 22 .. Temporal Chart of the Usage 0£ Seema.n' s  
Conceptualization in Social Psychology 
Pre Seeman Year (n ) Seeman Noted Seeman Used' 
194? 1 1 1 
19·52 1 1 1 
19.58 1 0 0 
1959 1 1 1 
Sub total 4 3 J 
Pos t  Seeman 
1960 0 0 0 
1961 0 0 0 
1962 1 1 1 
1963 3 3 2 
1964 4 4 2 
1965 0 0 0 
1966 4 4 J 
196? J J J 
1968 1 1 0 
1969 l 0 l* 
1970 0 0 0 
Sub total 17 12 71% used 
Totals (n) 21 (noted) ·19 (used) 15 
*S-50 uses Seeman without noting hi.'11 .. 
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TAB.IE 2). Temporal Chart of the Usage of Seeman• s  Conceptualization 
in Political Science 
Pre Seeman Year (n) Seeman Noted Seeman Used 
1959 1 1 1 
Pos t  Seem.an 
1962 1 1 0 
1963 l 0 0 
1966 l 1 l 
Totals (n ) 4 (noted ) .3 (used ) 2 
TABIE 24. Temporal Chart of the Usage of Seeman•s Conceptualization 
in Psychology and Education 
Pre Seeman Year (n) Seeman Noted Seeman Used 
1954 l 1 0 (psych) 
Post Seeman 
1965 2 0 0 (psych) 
1 (education) 
1966 1 0 0 (psych) 
Totals Cn ) 4 (noted) 2 (used) l 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
� Ona 
Although difficult to summarize systematically, the many and 
varied findings discussed in Chapter rJ can be organized into a 
framework for a final appraisal. The findi?1gs and conclusions for 
the individual sub-hypotheses will be treated first. In summarizing 
the findings we hope to make clear whether the evidence justifies a 
decision in support of the sub-hypotheses or against them. An effort 
will also be made to state the strength of the decision. 
The second part of this chapter will concern a discussion of 
the findings as they relate to the basic hypothesis of this study. 'l'o 
achieve this, impressions will be drawn from the decis ions on the four 
sub-hypothese s. 
The application in research of the five dimensions of ali n -
tion identified in Melvin Seeman 's 1959 article has not bean widespread. 
As a measure of the frequency of use for these dimensions their appear­
ance in research was simply counted. In the fifty-ons studies examined, 
thirty-two used the word powerlessness , thirteen meaninglessness , 
twenty-two normlessness, fourteen isolation, and eight self-estrange­
ment. Powerlessness was the only term that appeared in over fifty 
percent of the sample � The appearance of the others ranged from 
forty-three peI·cent for no:rm.lessness to sixteen percent for self­
estrangemente 
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:rot having specified the meaning of the term in the above 
count, it became necessary to dete!'lnine whether the terms used in 
research were in any way similar to those in Seems.n's article. A 
check was then made to see whether the appearance of a tem in 
research was accompanied by a reference to Seeman or a statement 
indicating that Seeman• s dimens ion was the one being- used. Here it 
was found that seventy-five percent of the studies had referred to 
Seeman �hile only forty-one percent said they actually used Seeman•s 
term. 
Checking further on the origin of the dimension used, it was 
found that among the three sources of the definition of alienation 
used in research, forty-three percent used Seeman• s, fifty-three per­
cerit used their own. and forty-seven percent ,ised A definition from 
some other sourc3 .  Since these three sources were not used separately 
it was felt that �he combined usages would be helpful in explaining 
the meaning of alienation used and consequently the actual use of the 
various· dimensions .  A major finding hare was that the most  frequently 
used combinations of the sources of the meaning of alienation were 
those where the author used a definition from some other source 
exclusively. The second most frequently used combinat ion was where 
the author used both his own and Seeman• s definition together.  
The use of "other dimensions, " i. e. , those not among the five 
offered by Seeman, waa also thought to be an important indicator of 
the five dimensions used in research. It was felt that  these nother 
dimensions• " if used frequently and in peculiar patterns , could 
e?CJ)lain the infrequent and unequal use of the five dimensions in 
research. 
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As was sho,m, however, there were no peculiar patterns in the 
use of "other dimensions, " and to that extent no further  explanation 
was offered fo� the unequal use of the five dimensions. The only 
important point is that the relatively infrequent use of Seaman's 
dimensions generally might be explained by the generous number of 
"other dimensions. " 
The use of synonyms was also considered in connection with sub-
hypothesis one. Bit the pro gnosis here does not differ significantly 
from that given for the "other dimensions. "  That synonyms were used 
is 1nterest1ng f"rom the point of view that �hey only contribute more 
confusion to an already troubled area. Otherwise they offer no new 
clues for the unequal appearance of the five dimensions in research. 
Melvin Seeman offered a "set of researchable meanings " but he 
did not supply the instruments to
. empirically test these meanings . 
Therefore, it was considered likely that the availability . of scales 
clainrL�g to measure one or more of Seeman's dimension would affect �  
the frequency with which those dimensions were studied. 
The two most widely used scales are those developed by Srole 
and Dsan.19 Their usage 9 however, did not result in a consi tent 
19se footnote number 8 on page 62 of Chapter IV and Table 6 ,  
p .  63 , of  the same c.hapte·r . 
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study of particular dimensions. It seems that the scales aro flexible 
enough to allow for different interpretations depending.upon the 
theoretical perspective of the author and the objectives of the study. 
Modification in the scales used was a frequent occurrence and supports 
the view taken here. 
Based upon this evidence, it is decided that sub-hypothesis one 
is not supported. This means that the equal use cf the five dimen­
sions in research has not occurred as expected. The strength of this 
decision is consi�ered as moderate. First, all five dimensions did 
find application in research. Second, Seeman suggested that there 
might be_ a greater focus upon powerlessness than upon tho other four 
dimensions, and this might have influenced the outcome. Third, the 
fifth dimension, self-estrangement, has heavy psycholo gical impli­
cations and for that reason might have been less appealing to soci­
ologists, political scientists, educators, and possibly som 
sociologically oriented social psychologists. 
The second sub-hypothesis states that one s hould expect to find 
the same component elements of �ach dimension (according to Seeman) 
specified in subsequent studies of alienation. The evidence relevant 
to this issue was examined according to a. paradigmatic scheme which 
summarized the actual usages into type� (See Tables 7-11) . The con­
clusions drawn from the frequency with which each type occurred is 
that Seeman • s  three components were not followed sufficiently in 
research which necessitates a decision of non-support for sub­
hypothesis two. The strength of this decision is shown to be 
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extremely low by the large representation of type B. Type B indicates 
that two of the three component elements proposed by Seeman were used 
while one (specifically component element . three) was not. Further 
discussion of this point will occur in the final part of this chapter. 
An additional factor causing a non-support decision was the 
.number of studies that failed to identify component elements for any 
of the dimensions . 
The independence or the five dimensions of alienation was 
originally suggested by Melvin Seeman in l959. It was subsequently 
restated by several individual writers. This independence of the 
dimension was considered sufficiently L�portant with respect to the 
clarity of alienation to warrant separate treatment. This treatment 
is provided with sub-hypothesis three. 
The findings on this point are generally inconclusive. There 
is evidence which seems to indicate that the five dimensions are 
moderately 1!1terrelated • . - There is evidence which supports the precise _ 
opposite conclusion as well . The problem of ±ndependence-interde­
pendence greatly depends upon the methods and scales used to detemine 
such. Inasmuch as both the methods and scales have not been suf­
ficiently developod and refined , the matter here under consideration 
remains inconclusive. This means that insofar as the issue is 
presently understood, the independence of Seeman's five dimensions is 
yet to be validated. 
The fourth sub-hypothesis was designed to test whether and to 
what extent research on alienation conformed to two of Seeman's 
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assumptions . These two assumptions are (1) that alienation is a �ocial 
psycholo�ical phenomenon and (2)  that it can be considered advan­
tageous i."l social learning terminology. 
With respect to the first assumption, it was found that the vast 
majority of  the studies co�sidered here focused upon the "personal 
st�ndpoint or the actor. " This supported the first part of the hypoth­
esis . While a small but insignifican� percent supplemented a measure 
or the subjective view or the individual with an o bjective view by the 
researcher, the conclusion remains unchanged. The evidence in support 
of the first  assumption is stre?gthened when (as shown in Table 16) it 
is noted that the percent increases for those studies which focus both 
on the subjective view of the individual and also specify Seeman as 
their conc_eptual base. 
11he second assumption, concerning the use of social learning 
terminology has not found wide application. Forty-three percent of 
the studies follow Seeman•s prescription. The percentage increases 
when one specifies the orientation of the study. For example, a 
greater percent of those studies considered social psychological in 
orientation used this terminology. Additional refinements of the data 
show that the percent using social learning terminolo gy is greater for 
the research begun after 1959 (time of Seeman • s  article) than for that 
begun before. It is also noted that eighty-one percent of the studies 
which specify the use of Seeman ' s  scheme also use social learning 
terminology. The most important finding is that showing only forty­
three percent of the· general sample using social learning terminology. 
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This specifies a decision of non-support for the second part of sub­
hypothesis four. A moderate strength of  this decision is suggested 
by the finding concerning the use of social learning terminology in 
studies having social psychological orientations and the high percent 
among those studies specifying the use of Seeman• s scheme. 
Part Two 
- -
Having supported the first part of sub-hypoth
esis four, but 
failing to support the second part indicates
 that the evidence is 
inconclusive. Thus, a decision in this cas
e .is impossible. The 
findings of this research, ·while limited i
n scope , indicate that & 
possible reason for the lack of clarity 
sur-rounding the term aliena-
tion has resulted from the manner in whi
ch researchers have seen fit 
to interpret theoretical formulations. 
It is true th.at researchers did not refe
r to existing theo-
retical formulations to the extent one 
might expect. This is an 
important omission ,  bu� it is secondar
y to what has occurred in many 
cases when researchers did refer to t
heory, especially to Seeman. 
Whether Seeman was not studied carefu
lly, whether he was not under-
stood, whether the researchers had m
otives or their own, or bather 
the methodology was absent, the res
ul� has been a general drifting in 
research on alienation rather than 
systematic cumulative additions to 
a coherent body of verified · propositi
ons. What has been achieved in 
the clarification of. the concept ali
enation, if in fact clarification 
has occurred, is more likely the res
ult of  accident than design. 
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The explanation for this is by no means known to this writer ;  
however, impressions gained at practically all sta ges of t�is research 
suggest a number of reasons . First, either for reason of failure or 
unwillingness of many researchers to take cognizance of the role of 
theory in research,. an astonishingly large variety of theoretical and 
quasi-theoretical views were used. The result was that w-riters would 
conceptualize their problems in spontaneous fashion or give vague 
expression to a view adopted from some related or probably unrelated 
context. The pos�ible error in this is that a specific theoretical 
formulation is not being examined and /or re-examined by the evidence. 
These re�earchers are simply disclosing that this or that general view 
of alienation, cited at the beginning of their studies , either exists 
or does not exist in this particular situation. Most important in this 
is the lack, or at best, vague relation established between the 
researcher ' s  theoretical base and the determination of the presence 
of alienation. Hence, it is not possible to expose any theoretical 
formulation to the evidence and thereby refine or reformulate theoi7 
in proper ways. 
Melvin Seaman's formulation is no more than,  but no less than a 
set of researchable meanings. Inasmuch as it stood alone for some time 
as the most clearly articulated formulation and that it was taken into 
account more often than any other single formulation, would lead one 
to think that its possible merits and demerits would have been at the 
very least exposed by research. There is only one finding in this 
study with sufficient weight that seemad to indicate a ''weakness "  in 
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Seaman's formulation. That po int concerns the specification of the 
meaning of the third component element (social frame of reference) of 
the five dimensions of alienation. The evidence was both quantita­
tively large enough and consistently interpreted to carry either of two 
meanings as to require further c larification or re formula.tio·n of that 
point. It should be made clear prec is ely what 1s meant by "social 
frame of reference "  as related to "depicting man's relations to the 
larger social order. " 
With the exception of this finding,  the strengths and weak­
nesses of Seeman•s  formulation remain to be determi.�ed. For the mo�t 
part, the problem which faced Seeman in 1959 and caused him to con­
ceptualize the term as he did is unresolve� . 
After a ll the rindings of this stud.y. we must , in ·the final 
analysis , conclude that prec ious little more is knmm about alier.a­
tion now than was known ten years ago. A fitting conclusion to the 
dis�us sion of the bas ic hypothes is of this study is contained in a 
quotation : "It s eems to me that, as with l1'1a.ny another idea that has 
become stylish, 'alienation• is a notion that has been pulled out of 
shape, and utility, by its many contending proprietors. It would be 
helpful were students of human behavior to use terms that they say 




Social scientists, with fe� exceptions, have found in the term 
alienation an explanation for many problems ranging from the alienated 
lower class minority �oup tutees in select tutorial programs in 
secondary schools, to the alienated intellectual, from the alienated 
businessman to the alienated reformatory inmate. Once alienation is 
treated as the independent variable, another time it is considered the 
dependent variable, other times it is viewed as both, and it is even 
treated as an intervening or contaminating variable. Much work has 
been done hoping to specify those feelings, attitudes, o� conditions 
associated with alienation. The result has been that while interest 
in the phenomenon has grown, our understanding has not. There appears 
to be as little agreement on the meaning of the term today as  when 
Melvin Seeman wrote .his article in 1959. 
It was precisely this problem of conceptual confusion regnrding 
alienation that prompted ·the present study. In the hope of attaining 
a better understanding of this problem, one view of the relationship 
between theory and research was held up for examination in reference 
to alienation. The results of this evidence were discussed in the 
previous chapter. It remains nm. to take stock, a� it were, of what 
has been attempted here, what has been achieved and what has not. 
The claims of
.
achievement in this study are meager at best. To 
underts.ke an analysis of both the number and complexity of studies as 
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was s.ttempted here is an enormous task. It is questionable whether 
sufficient attention was given to the data, especially considering 
that in many cases the information sought was implic it rather th
an 
explicit in the work.. It would be advisable , especially in 
studies 
of this sort, where the meanings and intentions of researc
hers is 
seldom obvious, to further limit the quantity of da"ta: t
o be analyzed. 
Another limitation of this study concerns the instrume
nt used 
to gather the data. Data gathering is a most delicate
 matter. A goal 
of any study is to gather all the data which perta
ins to the problem 
under investigation. An over supply of data not 
specifically relating 
to the hypothesis can cause problems in analysis. 
One method of 
determining exactly those daµ that are relevan
t to spec ific hypotheses 
is to pre-test. 
.... .. • - • • 
.. ' ... 
.I 't. .. .L.. �� - · ' 
-
·i·nis . snouJ.a enaoJ.e one t.o snarpen
 �ne aa \.,8. ga 1..ne.1�J.ng 
instrument so that the collection of irreleva
nt or superfluous inf'or­
ma tion is kept at a mini.mum. In future resear
ch on this topic or even 
for research on similar topics including this
 data, it would be helpful 
to undertake a thorough pretest of the data g
athering instrument . Much 
confusion and inconv�nience could be avoide
d. 
On decision rua.de in this study deserves 
some post analysis 
colTil'.llenta.ry. This concerns the inclusion o
f dissertations into the 
population. Studies published in learned
 journals differ so greatly 
from doctoral dissertations that they pose
 numerous problems for 
analysis. Differences in sizet complexity
, and thoroughness 1nade the 
rendering or equal analytic treatment most
 difficult. Future research 
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on this topic should concern itself with the development of
 both a 
rationale and a procedure for handling dissertations. 
Several findings- or this study suggest avenues for futur
e 
research which might aid the effort to understand th
e phenomenon of 
alienation. 
One might undertake an examination of the many "ot
her dimen-
sions" used in past research. A more complete k
nowledge of their 
origins and meanings might be clarified which co
uld provide some 
clues for their i�tegration. 
An area requiring even preliminary study is t
hat concerning 
the deveiopment and use of instrum nts to m
easure the dimension of 
alienation. Very little, if any, clarific
ation of a term can be 
achieved ii the instrumenLs used to m'='asur
cs ph�ffiviilena �r_.:; 
unclear. While several attempts have be
en made to develop scales, 
their systematic refinement has been jeo
pardized by the variable 
interpretations and modifications made of
 them. Resear�h on these 
scales might reveal continuities and di
scontinuities of assumptions, 
areas of overlapping, and patterns in t
heir application. 
The findings and resultant indecision 
of sub-hypothesis three 
represents an area most desparntely i
n need of study . Quite beyond 
the scope of the present study, a comp
rehensive examination of the 
independence of these five dimensions
, in terms of such factors as the 
congruence between the operational de
finition and their empirical 
referents; the uni- versus the multid
imensional views of the five 
dimensions ; and, a specification of th
e social (structural) conditions 
under which specific conceptualizations hold,  1night provide future 
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POPULA:T ION CRITERIA 
The fol lowing cr i teria were app l ied to each of three hundred 
studies exami ned to determine l f  they were qual if ied for inclus ion into 
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Behav iorial  Sc ience 
(Based upon : 1--author' s recogn! t.ed f ie l d  of competence ; 
2- - source of pub l icat i on, i . e . t j ournal , Ph. D. ; 3--expressed 
or ientation of the study. ) 
IV. Type of Study : 
A. Emp ir i ca l - - l acks reference to theoret i ca l  founda­
t ion or def ini t ion. 
B. Flnp ir ical- - i ncludes reference to theoret i cal  
foundat i on or  def ini tions used� 
C .  Bnp ir ica l  and Theore t ical�- involve s use of 
emp h: i�a l data expressly to evaluate theory. 
D .  Theore t ical-- includ ing expl ic i tly  g iven secondary 
emp ir i ca l  data. 
E.  (Exc luded)  Theory only--no emp ir ica l  data 
expl ic i tly g iven. 
V. Subj ec t Matter : Al ienat i on 
A. The work mus t  spec i f i cal ly purport to study 
Al i enat ion as ; 1 )  The maj or subj ect  of 
invest igation;  2)  A part of the central theme ; 
3 )  A maj or var iable i n  the ana lys i s  of the 
problem., 
B .. "Al iena t ion" must be treated as a concept or 
re search tool , not merely as an. adj ect ive ;  L, e . ,  
there must be soma concern in def ining the 
term* in order to 1 )  specify i ts app l icat ion 
in  a research problem ; or 2 )  apply the theore tical  
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D. Any tenn, d imens ion, concep t, or aspect (eg . , 
narc iss i sm,  estrang ment , d iss idence , i solat ion, 
segrega tlon, lonl i 11ess ,  worthlessne ss ,  i nadequacy, 
d i scr lmlnatlon, d i sjunct ive communicat ion, etc. ) 
that may be construed as part of,  or referring to 
the concep t of a l ienat ion wi l l  be excluded,  unless  
· the researcher expressly state s that it  is  part of 
the concept ,  i . e . , l t l s  referred to as ' 'al ienation. " 
( Tl1 l �  1 �  ,t&c�s�ciIY tu 1, L-'=Vi.tiit au a4b i t::raL): ii'lClYs lvn 
of stud ies of part icular d imensions regardless of how 
the researcher intended them to be used. ) 
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POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
The fol lowing is  a l i st ing of the studies t
hat qual i f ied for 
inclusi on in  the population, from which
 a random sequent ia l  sample ot 
one-half was drawn. Prior to sampl ing
, the popul at ion was strat l f led 
according to the format used ln Soc
ial A pects .2!_ Al ienat i on. The 
numer ical de s ignat ion of  those studi
es selected for analysi s  ls 
ind icated to the left. 
A.  Theoret ical  and Methodolog ical
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Rhodes,  A. L .  Author i tarian
i sm and a l ienat i on :  the F-
scale 
and the Stole scale as pred i
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ogical 
guarterly, 2 (3 ) : 19 3- 202 , 19
61. 
3 Seeman, Melvin and Ev
ans , John Y. Al l nation and
 learning 
in a hosp i tal setting • .Amer
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Seeman, Melv in. Powerlessne
ss and knowledge : a comparat
ive 
study of a l ienation and lear
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0 al lenat ion" 
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Struening , Elmer L. and Richardson, Arthur H. A factor 
anal yt i c  exp loration of the al ienation, anomia and 
authori tariani sm domain. Ameri can Soc iologi cal Review, 
· 30 ( 5 ) : 7 68- 7 7 6, 1965. 
B .  The Al  tenated Worker 
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The fol lowing summary of Seeman• s concep tual ization was used to 
analyze the presence of d imensions, component e lements,  and assumpt ions 
in each study. It i s  based on Seeman• s � � Meaning 2f Al ienat ion 
( 19 59 ) .  





Sel f- Estrangement 
B.  For each ls  given a "researchable statement of 
- - - - ! - _ !! .  f 1 � '1 I - - ' �............ - ,.. .., '! t ,... +-" ,.. � , .. ,I ,.. ........ "" 
ur.::; "U,I.J. .l. '5  • .  \ .l. lloo� J. .l. .... .:t J •  �-H'- 0v1.& .:. .. .:, ,._ ,_,  U.'-'"' • •- '" - .... 
sharp emp irica l  statement of �i1at  al ienation i s. 
c.  The f ive meani ngs have "log ical ly  d i st inguishable 
usage s , "  but "al ternative meaning s  can be prof i tably 
app l ied in conjunct ion. " Sel f- Estrangement often 
overlaps with the other four meanings. The f irst and 
second have some connect ion; th ird and fourth have 
independent meanings. 
I I . Focus on the i nd ividual 
"Al ienat ion" i s  conce ived of here ln terms of  the 
i nd iv idual's point of view; i t  i s  based on the concepts 
of soc ial learning theory ; i t  focuse s on the ind iv ldual e s 
sense , or expectancy of control over the re inforcement 
s i tuat ion, versus  external control by chance or manipula­
t ion by others ;  i t  is  al so seen in terms of the va lue an 
ind ividual p laces on some act ivity or goa l ; i t  does not 
evaluate the s i tuat ion . in terms of what the indiv idua l ' s 
p lace in soc iety should be.  
I I I. The individual ' s  social frame of reference 
The concept ·of al ienation shoul� be appl ied only . to 
"expectanc ie s that have to do with the ind ividual ' s  
sense of inf luence over socio-pol i t ica l  events 
( control over the pol i t ical system, 'the industr ial 
economy, ini..ernationa l affa irs, and the l ike ). " i. e. , 
i ntimate need areas (e. g. , love , affect ion, status. 
recogni tion) and gl obal concerns are _ to  be excluded 
from the ·theoret ical  construct unt i l  emp irica l
° 
research shows they are ne ither too cl ose to the 
personal i ty nor too d i stant to be effec tively con­
s idered as "a l ienat ion. �; Bas i cal ly, the concern l s  
with a part icular group o f  which the ind ividual- i s  a 
member , hence , it  does not refer to SOC IETY in  genera l. 
Five Al ternate Meaning (or Dimensions) 
of Al ienation and The ir Components 
I. Powerlessness* 
"The expectancy or probab i l i ty he.ld  by the 
ind ividual tha t his own behavior cannot determine 
th� occu�"J:�r-,�� uf t:he oui;comes,  or reinforcements �  
he seeks. " ( 7 84 )  
Components :  
( a )  Negat ive Expectancy of  Control-- The ind ividual 
thi nks he lacks the power to get what he wants. 
Thi s  i s  not intended to determine the degre� 
to which a person fee ls  he cannot ge t what he 
wants ,  nor i s  i t  intended to determine the 
d i ffe ence betwean what an ind ividual wants 
and the l im itat ions of h i s  own ab i l i t ies .  It  
i s  not intended to  test whether  or  not an 
ind v\dual shou ld  expect control ,  only if he 
does. Nor ls  thi s  meant to be a measure of 
whe ther or not the observer feel s  the cond i t ions 
of the group are l ike ly to make the ind ividual 
fee l powerless. 
(b ) Focus on 'lhe Ind iv idual- - The ind iv idual ' s  point 
of v iew i s  used. Thi s  represents the ind ividunl 0 s 
.appra i sal of th s i tuation, not the perspect ive of 
*According to Seeman (784 ) ,  this  meaning of al ienation has most 
frequent usage in current l iterature. 
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the observer. the group , nor the larger 
soc iety an ind ividual 1 s  in. The i nd iv idual 
h imse lf must think he is powerless. 
(c ) Frame of Reference-- 'The larger social  order 
or group . An ind iv idual 1 s · a1 ienated to the 
extent that he l s  a l ienated from some thing .  
Seeman does  not seek to use as frame of 
reference e i ther int imate need areas (e. g . , 
love and affect ion) , for thi s  may be confused 
�1th indices  of personal i ty adj ustment ; nor a 
global reference frame that the i ndiv idual 
holds no seri ous expectati ons of control l ing .  
I I . Meaninglessness 
"The ind ividual is  unclear as  to what he ought to 
bel ieve--when the individual ' s minimal s tandards for 
clar i ty in  dec i s ion-making are not met .  It  i s  
characterized by a low expectancy that sati sfactory 
predict ions about tuture outcomes of behavior can 
be made. " (786)  
(a )  Negative Expectancy-Lack of Understandi ng-- The 
ind ividual i s  not certa in what i s . happening in 
h i s  present s ituat ion and is not sure what may 
resu l t  regardless of what act ion he takes. 
Because the s i tuat ion is unclear to him, he 
can ot predict the results of h i s  actions. 
(b ) Focus on Ind ividual 
(c ) Soc ial  Frame of Reference 
Note : A.� i nd ividual can be powerless yet understand h i s  
s i tuation perfectly. A person who does not under 
stand his  s i tuat ion may be powerless to act , even 
if he is Charles Atlas. 
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I II . Normle ssness 
"A high expectancy that soc ially unapp
roved means 
are required to achieve g iven goals. "
 (788)  
Components : 
(a)  Expectancy of Unapproved Beha
vior- - The 
ind ividual ' s feel ing that he mu
st deviate 
from. the norms ·of the ·group in o
rder to 
achieve the things he wants. N
ot to be 
confused - wi th "anomie" which re
fers to the 
soc ial perspect ive of the breakd
own of 
behaviorlal rules.  
(b ) Focus on Individual 
(c ) Social  Frame of Reference 
IV. lsola� ion 
" Indivi dual ass igns low reward
 value to goals 
or bel iefs  that are typ i cal ly
 highly valued in  the 
g iven soc i.e t:y. •• (i89 ) 
Components : 
(a ) Low Valuation of Soc iety'
s Goa ls- -The values 
and bel ief s of the soc iety or
 group are not 
held  in  h i gh esteem by the ind
ividual , 
regardless of whether or not
 he pract ices 
those bel iefs or has his  own. 
(b)  Focus on Indivi dual 
( c )  Soc ial  Frame of Refere
nce 
V. Sel f- Estrangement 
"The individual ' s degree of 
dependence of the 
given behavior upon antic ipat
ed future re �ards. " (790 ) 
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Components : 
( a )  Lack of Intrins ic Value--An Individual sees 
l i tt le or no va lue in the act ivi ty a t  hand-­
it i s  only performed in the expectat ion of a 
future reward (e. g . , salary). I t  ind icates 
the ind ividua l ' s in.ab i l i ty to f ind h i s  
act ivit ie s  se lf-reward ing. 
(b ). Focus on Individual 






DATA COLLECT ION 
the fol lowing item analys i s  form was app l i
ed to each study 
se lected in the sample in order to der ive 




2. T itle  of art icle -----------------
-
3. Journal ,  book ,  etc. ----------------
-
4. Date of pub l ication:  month/ sea
son ; year 
--- -
---
5. Inclusive date s of research, 
i f  g iven, or dates  of 
eech succe ss ive research. L i st mo
nth/year for f irst 
two and last research done here. 
List  ada i �ioual  
stud ies on separate sheet. * 
6. Name the sponsors of the proj
ect, l. e. ,  source of 
grants and inst i tutional support
: (a ) Ph. D. 
soc iology; (b ) Ph. D. soc ial  psy
chology ; (c)  Ph. D. 
p sychology;  ( d )  Ph. D. pol it ical
 sc ience ; 
(e)  D. education; (f ) governme
ntal  agency; 
(g )  bus iness ; (h) foundat ion; 
( i )  other , 
l ist : _______________
_______ _ 
If "f , "  "g , "  or 0b11 was answered
, spe cify the group : 
7 .. \.lb.at i s  the purpose of the s
tudy , 1 . e. ,  whz �as the 
study made? Spec ify on separa
te sheet. 








*Note : C ircle quest ion number
 i f  separate sheet i s  used. 
Sample Number 
8. mutt ls  the d i sc ip l inary orientation of the study? 
(a ) soc iology ; (b ) social  p sychology; (c ) p sychology 
(d)  psychiatry; (e ) pol it ica l  sc ience ; (f ) educa-
. t lon; ( g )  cr iml11ology ; (h)  administrative science ; 
( 1 )  o ther , spec ify :  
-----------------
For criter ia,  use author' s expressed orientation or 
source of pub l ication. 
9 .  Does the introduct ion to the study contai n  (a )  a 
review of s imi lar stud ie s ;  (b ) a histor ica l  account 
of the deve lopment of the concept of a l ienation; 
( c )  l i tt le or no i nformation that p laces the study 
ln a theoret i ca l  context or perspect ive ; (d ) d is­
cussion of a theoretical context that i s  concerned 
with some thing other than "al ienat ion. " 
10.  Is  Seeman• s def i nit ion of al ienation inc luded in 
the d i scussion of the theoretica l  background of 
the study if  one l s  g iven? (y) Yes ; (n) No ; -pp 
---
1 1. In what way i s  Seeman referred to? (a) as  source of 
the concept of al ienation used ; (b) merely as a 
hi stor ical  reference ; ( c )  as a conceptual i zat ion of 
an inadequate , hence unused def init ion of a l ienation; 
(d) as source of part of the concept used ; (e) as 
developer of a concept good only in soc iology, but 
not in the d isc ip l ine of the author ; (f ) Seeman ls 
not referred to ; (g)  other, l i st : 
----------
If Seeman ls  not lnciuded , l i st probable cause. 
12. I s  the concep t  of "al ienat l ont• expl i c it ly def ined 
in the text? pp ____ ; (y) Yes ;  (n) No 
1 3. Does the author attr ibute any of the d imens ions he 
uses in  research to Seeman? pp __________ _ 
If so , which one s? ( 1 )  powerle ssness ;  ( 2 )  meaning­
less ; ( 3 )  normlessness ;  (4 ) isolation ;  ( 5 )  se l f-
estrangement. 
14. Does  the author use or refer to the f ive d imens ions 






























1 5. Does the author propose h i s  own def init ion of 
a l ienation or one of the used d imensions? pp ___ _ 
I f  so , descr ibe what i t  i s , i . e . , l i st i ts 
components  and how l t  ls  used , on separate sheet.  
1 6. Does the author use a def ini t ion of al ienation or 
a d imension propo'sed by someone e l se? (not  Seeman) 
If so, l i s t  i ts d imensions and components,  and g ive 
the source , on separate sheet. Also note any 
theoret i ca l  background given. 
17 . L ist on separate sheet any other persons c i ted  by 
the author as  secondary contr ibutors .to the 
meaning of the concept used. Are there any? 
· (y)  Yes ;  (n) No. 
18. I s  the relationship between the "concept of 
a l ienation" and l isted d imensions and vari ables 
g iven or used i n  research clearly indicated? 
(y) Yes; (n) No ; (s ) Sometimes.  Li st  on separate 
sheet if notable. 
19.  If a l ienation is not expl ic i tly def ined, can i ts 
components be determined on the bas is of how ' i t  i s  
used? Explain. 
20. If  Seeman' s def init ion and d imens ions are not used, 
wh ich of the used d imens ions have a lternate or 
para l l e l  meanings to those of Seeman? L i st .  
2 1 .  D id  the author f ind Seemani s def ini t ions or  a 
d imension inadequate? If so , state why� and what 
was done to resolve the problem. 
22 . Li st any added components the author deci de s  to 
add to any of Seeman• s d imens ions. 
23 . Does the author propose a change or ref inement in 
another person' s def in it ion of a l ienation or one 
or more of its  d imens ions? If so , l ist the source , 
change , and reason for change in each case . 
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24. In general , i f  the author proposes a redef ini t i on, 
add i t i on, or some· other change , or chooses to  add 
a d imens ion not included by other researchers , vhat 
reasons are g iven? (a ) the author feels ,  or asserts 
a change ls necessary; (b ) a theoret ical  analys is  of 
soc iolog ical (or other ) l i terature ind ica tes  a 
change or a new d imens ion i s  necessary; { 3 )  the 
author' s research, i . e. ,  actual tests or pre- tests 
ind icate a change is necessary; (d)  the g iven 
def i ni ti on is not su i table for the approach the 
author chooses to use ; (e ) other, speci fy. 
25. On the bas i s  of how the author appl ies  the new 
def ini t i on or added dimens ion in  research , do you 
f ind that (a )  al l changes were necessary and 
functional ; (b }  only some changes were funct ional , 
others were unnecessary or detr imental ;  (c ) none 
of the changes were necessary. Specify on separate 
sheet. 
2 6. Name the group ( s )  on which the research . wa s  
conducte d :  
---------------------
27. What are the spec i f ic hypotheses that the research 
i s  test ing? L i st on separate sheet. 
28. How lrere the actua l tests of these hypotheses 
constructed? L i st al l var iable s  that al i enat ion 
ls related to or tested against. Is the d imens ion 
of al ienat ion treated as (a) the independent 











29. What methods/ techniques of research are used? a b c 
( a )  case study; (b ) wr i tten quest ionnaire ;  
(c ) structured interview; (d)  unstructured inter- d e f 
v iew; ( e )  ana lys i s  of stat i st ics  or census data; 
( f )  content ana lys i s ;  (g ) part ic ipant observation; (h ) g h i 
psychiatr ic  examinat ion; ( l )  control group ; (j ) other, 
spec ify. j 
30. What sta ndard ized tests or scales are used to measure a b c 
a l ienat ion? (a ) Dean• s a l ienation measure ; (b } Srole' s 
anomla  scale ; (c ) Twenty Statements Test ( TST) ; d e f 
(d ) Guttman Sca le ; (e )  In,ternal ... External Scale ( IE) ; 
( f )  Foster Scale ; (g ) Nettler • s  scale for a l ienat ion; g h i 
(h) ASCH ; ( 1 )  o ther , spec i fy. 
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31. Do the tests used determine ( )  only whether or 
not an individu 1 i s  l lsnatod ; (b ) the degree 
Samp le Number 
a b c 
to which an i nd ividua l i s  al ienated ;  (c ) a combi na­
tion of a and b .  
32. For each of the fol lowing d imens ions or  meanings of 1. 
al ienation used in  research, g ive the appropriate 
letter : .a, b ,  c ,  d ,  e ,  f ,  g ,  or h from the 2. 
paradigms of components  used f or analys i s. 
( 1 )  Powerlessness ;  ( 2 )  Meaningle ssness ; 3. 
( 3 )  Nonnlessness ; (4 ) Isolat ion;  (5 ) Sel f. 
Estrangement. 4. 
33. L i st any synonyms used by the author for any of 
· Seeman' s dimens ions ; g ive parad i gm, if  appropriate .  
34. What other dimens ions are used in research, bes ides 
the f ive l isted in  #32 above? L ist :  
______ _p-"' ---
______ -..,JP __ _ 
_______ .,P _ 
_______ _;, _ 
35. Me the meanings g iv n to the d imens ions used ln 
research (a ) in any way susta ined by the research; 
(b ) i n  any way refuted by the r se rch; (c ) not 
examined by the process or results  of the r search. 
36. If  another d imens ion i s  included in #34 above, l s  
( a )  the need o f  th i s  added lng i ndicated by 
research ; (b ) the d imens ion n cess l ta ted by the 
problem be ing cons idered that non of the other 
f ive can sati sfy ;  ( c )  other , speci fy. 
37 . Are the d imens ions and components of a l ienation 
used in various tests cons istently appl ied? If  
not ,  explai n. 
38. If the author d i scusses  Seeman•�  def ini t ion,  does he 
propose that the f ive d imens ions ara (a)  mutual ly 
exclus ive� i. e. , shoul d be g iven s parate treatment ; 
(b ) somewhat i nt rdependent ,  so meanings  overlap ; 
( c )  highly correlated , i . e. , al l f ive should be 
app l ied in  ev·ery case of al ie t ion cons idered. 








39. Does the author ' s research support the conc lus ion 
in /138 above? 
40. List  al l d imens ions that the author thinks  overlap 
or must be app l ied in  conjunction and sta te why. 
Is thi s  supported by ·res arch? If so, exp la in. 
41. Does the author make a general test of al i enat i on 
by lump ing together several d imens ions? If so , l i st. 
42 .  Based on the author' s use and d i scuss ion of Seeman•s  
d imens ions ,  does the author understand Seeman• s 
conceptual i zat ion and use l t  the way he i ntended? 
43. Does the author use a soc ial-psycholog i ca l  approach, 
i . e. , does he fol low the appl i cation of the soc lal­
learnl ng terminology (expectancy, value , reward)?  
44. Does the author propose a revis ion of the "concep t 
oi al iena t i on·· on �ne bas i s . or t:ne resu .l 'CS or cne 
research? If so , descr ibe , unless l i sted e lsewhere. 
45. Is the def init ion of a l iena t ion used otherwise 
su U:able and adequate? 
46. In what ways i s  al iena tion referred to or used in  
thi s  study? As (a )  a syndrome in  p sychiatry; 
(b ) 6 phi losophi cal  prob l m involving man, nature , 
and God ; ( c )  a proce having several leve ls  or 
stages of deve lopment; (d ) · a cond i t ion resul t ing 
from other factors ; (e ) a theoret ica l  c oncept used 
as a too l  in emp ir ical research ; ( f )  an undesirable 
sta e of be ing ; (g ) a feel ing someone has ; (h) a 
variable i n  a test measur ing sat i sfact i on ;  ( 1 )  a 
variabl e  i n  a test measuring adjustn.ent ; (j ) a 
concep t based  on soc ia l - learn l n� theory; (k ) a 
� i tuation of pol i t  cal apathy; ( 1 ) the resu l t  of 
anomie ; (m) the symptom of a decaying soc iety ;  
(n) other : 
-------- --------------
Which of the above i s  the most emphas i zed ln th is  
































Samp le Number 
47. What frame of reference i s  used to lnterpr t the 
s ituat ion o l lenation? (a )  the individua l ' s view 
of h is  pos i tion i n  SOC IETY in general ; (b )  the 
i ndividual's  view of his  pos i tion in a larger group 
a 
C 
of peop l e of which he i s  a member ;  (c ) man's  relat ion- e 
sh ip to h is  d est iny,  or God ; (d)  SOCIE Y' S v iew of the 
ind iv idual as  a deviant ;  (e ) a group's view of the 
l nd tv · dual as a deviant ; ( f )  a researcher' s  view of 
g 
t e ind iv idua l's pos it ion or s i tuat ion in  SOCIETY 






48. I the informat ion obta ined on al ienat ion from a b 
(a ) tests performed by the author ; (b ) tests 
performed by another person (whose data are included c d 
in the text ) ;  (c )  author's observat ions only ;  
(d )  other : 
--------------------
49. Spe c ify the type of study accord ing to the type s a b 
used for analys is : {a)  mainly emp ir ica l ,  lack ing 
theore t ica l  background ; (b ) emp ir ical , with c d 
theoret ica l  background ; ( c ) compos i te theory-emp ir i cal  
i n  wh ich theory i s0 in  some �ay . tested or evaluated o e f 
r t ined ; (d 1 - ir 1cal  included Crom a s�conaa�y 
source only, otherwi se theoret ica l ; (e) theory only ; 
( f )  other ,  spec ify. 
SO. Accord ing to the author , the results of h is  (her) 
study are ( a )  va l id only for the group studie d ;  
(b ) va l id for al l  s imi lar group s ;  (c ) val id for 
a b 
groups or soc ie ty in general.  
51. Did  the study sat i sfy the purpose as spe c i f ie d in 
ffi above? What were the conc lus ions of the study 
regard ing al ie nat ion? 
52. Doe s the author make an eva luat ion of the s i tuat ion 
of a l ienat ion stud ied, i . e . , a moral ist i c  one? 
53. Li st on separate sheet any b iases  that the author or 
study seems to have. 
· RESUME 







OTHER DlMENS IONS 
The fol lowing l ist inc ludes al l of the d imens ions used In 
research other than those proposed by Seeman. In some cases, the 
meaning s  of two or more d imensions are identica l ,  but they have been 
g iven d i fferent terms. The d imens ions have been l i sted by strata , 
exclud ing those which were d9termined by the usage of the Srole or 
Dean sca les. The latter appear at the end of the l isting. 
Theoret ical  and Methodolog ical  
Present sat isfaction with l ife 
Outlook for the future 
Ml santhrophy 
Li fe d i ssatisfaction 
Low se l f-esteem 
Ai it:ua ted Worker 
Atti tude uncerta inty 
Work al ienation 
Al ienation from expressive re lat ions 
Sel f.actua l i zation 
Job satisfact ion 
Status concern 
Soc ial  partic ipation 
Low s I f-esteem 
Bewi lderment and confusion 




Al iena ted Voter 
Power consc iousness 
Pol i t i cal  a l ienation 
(n) 
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
-4 
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 2  
-2  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1 
- 1  
.. 1 
Al lena ted Young 
Re l ig i ous a l ienation 
Fami ly al ienation 
F\lture al ienation 
Soc ial a l ienation 
Sel f-a 1 lena t ion 
Anxie ty 
Repress i on 
Dependency 
Subj ective depress ion 
Author ity conf l ict 
Soc ial  i solat ion (objective )  
�otional al ienation 
External influence 
Soc ial ly i solated or withdrawn ( subj ect ive ) 
Indiv i dua l al ienation 
Soc ial al ienation 
Se lf-a  l iena tlon 
Respons ib i l i ty 
Al ienated Old 
Social  -i solat ion (objective )  
Al ienated Black 
Soc ial e strangement 
Bewi lderment and confus ion 
Soc ial d istance 
Deviant Behavior 
Deviancy factor 
Soc iabi l ity faceor 
P sychological  Processes 
Ladder of satisfaction 
Soc ial a l ienation 
&not iona l  a l ienation 
Sel f .. a l  ienation 
Misce l laneous 
Bewi lderment and confus ion 
Need inv lo lacy 
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- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
-2  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
- 1  
-2  
- 1  
- 1  
Srole • s  Scale used to measure 
Anomia (us ing Srole scale )  
- as a d imens ion of a l ienation 
- as d i st inct from al ienat ion 
Anomie (us ing Srole scale)  
- as a d imens ion of  al ienat ion 
·- as d ist inct from al ienat ion 
Soc ial  a l ienation ·(after Srole ) 
Al ienat i on (us ing Srole scale ) 
Despair (us ing Srole scale ) 
Comb ined normlessness and powerle sness 
(us ing Sro le s.cale ) 
Dean' s Scale used to measure 
Soc ial  i solat ion ( subj ective )  
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UUses 
- 5  
- 2  
- 1  . - 1 
- l  
- 1  






Research parad igms according to scheme used by Jahoda (1959 : 1 1 3 )  
as . app l ied to  each of Seeman• s dimensions. 
(+) ind icates presence of component 
(- ) ind icates absence of component 
1 .  Powerlessness 
(a )  Negat ive expectancy 
of control • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
✓
+, / ,  
(b ) Focus on ind ividual • • • •  + -, 
+ -
( )  � ,  ./ , ,  , ,  c Soc. fr� of  ref • • • • • t • , i t , t r  
(results)  a t c d .e .f g h 
2 .  Meaning lessness 
Negative expectancy (a)  
(b ) 
( c )  
lack of under standing • • • • • •  
1
+, / -\ 
Focus on i ndiv idua l • • • • • •  ,+, ;;_ t, .,-\ Soc. frame of ref• • • • • • • + � � 7 � r f � 
A � c d a f g h  
3. Normlessness 
(a)  Expe ctancy of 
unapproved behavior • • • • • • • • /+, 
-
(b ) 
/ � Focus on ind ividual • • • • • •  + - t, 
(c ) Soc. frame of  ref • • • • • • •  I \. +' l I \  + - t i + -
a � c d e f k Ii 
4. Isolat ion 
(a) Low valuation of 
soc ie ty' s  goal s  • • • • • • • • • • •  /+, / -
'­(b ) Focus on ind iv i dua l • • • • • -t=\ i\ t, 1 \ 
(c) Soc . frame of ref • • • • • •  I - + - t - t -� t b d e ! g &  
5 .  Self-Estrangement 
(a)  Lack of intr insic  
value • • • • • •  � • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  /' / -, 
(b)  Focu� on ind ividua l • • • • •  + 
i f -(c )  Soc. frame of ref • • • • • •  ./ � t ).  �, +/\ 




TABLE OF CONDENSED DATA 
Th i s  table contai ns a brief l i st ing of some of · the information 
relevant to the hyPotheses under considerat ion. '111e i tems considered 
are represented by the fol lowing abbreviations , wi th an exp lanation of 
each appearing to the r ight. 
Stra. - Stratum :  ( a )  Theory; (b ) Al ienated Worker ;  ( c )  Al ienated Voter; 
( d )  Al ienated Young ; (e ) Al ienated Old ;  { f )  Al ienated 
B lack ;  (g ) Al ienated- none ; (h) Soc ial Structure ; 
( i )  Deviant Behavior ;  {j ) Soc i al Structure- none ; 
(k )  Psycholog ical  Processes ; ( 1 ) Mi sce l laneous 
S# - sample number 
Dimensions Accordi ng to Paradigm 
Power. - Powerlessness (Paradigm: a,  b, c, d�  e ,  f ,  g , h )  
H�art. - Hecua.ing lt!s�ness (Paradigm ; same as above ) 
Norm. - Normlessness (Paradigm :  same as above ) 
Iso. - Isolation (Paradigm : same as above ) 
Self. - Self-es trangement (Paradigm : same as above ) 
(Note : a/b - indicates both used ) 
OD. - Number of other d imens ions used. 
Dis. a Di scip l inary orientat ion : Soc iology ( S ) ; Soc ial  P sychology ( SP ) ;  
Pol i t ica l  Sc ience (PS ) ;  Psychology (P ) ;  Educat i on ( E).  
Ass. - Assumptions : Soc ial learning ( SL) ; Soc ial  structura l ( SS) ; 
Psycholog ica l  (P ) ; Other Soc ial Psycholog i ca l  ( SP ) ; Soc ial  
Interact ion ( S I ). 
SN - Seeman' s �onceptua l i zatlon referred to 
SU - Seeman• s conceptual i zat ion used in some way as a theoret ical base. 
P l9 59 - Research begun pr ior to 1959 .  
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Stra. a a a a b b
 b b b 
SI 1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 
Power. b a/b a b b 
b - a 
Mean. - - b 
e 
Norm. b a/b b - -
b - a 
Iso. - a/b 
e 
Self.  - - - b 
b 
OD. 4 1 - 6 2 
- 1 
D i s. s s SP SP s SP SP s S
P 
Ass. ss SL SL SP - ss 
ss - SL 
SN. X X X· X X 
X X X 
su. X X X - X 
- - X 
Pl959 - - - - X 
- -
-
Stra. b b b b C C 
C C C 
SU 10 1 1  12  13  14 
15  16  17 18 
Po-wer. a a b -
a a b 





Iso. X - a 
-
Sel f. •. 
- - -
OD. 3 3 2 1 
·3 1 1 
Dis. SP s SP s s PS 
SP SP s 
ASS . SP 
,.. ... C" C"  S!. SL ss 
;)M ..,., 
SN. X X X 





- X X 
Stra. C C C 
C C C d 
S# 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 
Power. a b 
h b 
Mean. a 
- h b 
Norin. - - a 
h -
- h b 
Iso. 
Self . 
OD. 2 3 
1 3 
D i s. PS s 
s SP PS PS E 
Ass. ss S I  SL 
ss ss 
SN. X - X X X 
X 
su. X X 
X 
P1959 X X X -
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Stra. d d d d d 
d d e 
SI 26 27 28 29 30 
31  32  33 








OD. 10 2 l 2 
1 1 1 
Dis.  p SP s p SP 
SP s s 
Ass. p SP ss SL SL 
SL SP 
SN. X X 
X X X X 
su. 
Pl959 X X X X 
X 
Stra. f f h h 
h 1 i i i i 
S.fJ 34 35 36 37 
38 39 40 1. 1 42 4 3  
Power. b X a/b b 
b X b a/b 
Mean. b a/b 
X 
Norm. b X a/b b 
X X b 
I so. b X 
X X 
Sel f.  b a/b 
X 
OD. 1 1 1 3 
4 2 l 
· Dis.  SP s SP s s s s 
s SP SP 
A::H:i• SL 
C'T C'! 
CT t::'T �T SL SL 
_,M 
.,,,u ...... ..,_ 
SN. X X X 
X X X X 
su . X X 
X V X X A 
X 
Pl959 
S tra . j k k 
k k l 1 1 
SfJ 44 45 46 47 
48 49 so 51 
power. a/b b -
a a/b a 
a b 
Mean. 
Norm. a/b b 
a a 
Iso . a/b 
a 
Self. a/b b 
a 
OD. 2 1 
1 2 1 1 3 
Di s. SP SP p s s SP SP 
SP 
Ass. SL p ss 
ss SL SL SL 
SN. X X 
X X X 
su.  X 
X X X 
P l959 
